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Chapter I 
Introduction 
1, I t i s d i f f i c u l t to give a clear cut d e f i n i t i o n of "turbulence." 
In general, vre speak of tvirbulence when the precise form of motion of a 
f i e l d does not interest us and we want to knovf certain average or sta= 
t i s t i c a l aspects of t h i s motion only. Such a s i t u a t i o n presents i t s e l f 
when the motion i s of a rather " i r r e g u l a r " character and when i t s gener-
a l pattern repeats i t s e l f an i n d e f i n i t e number of times. 
A very important case i s that where the actual motion can be 
considered as f l u c t u a t i n g about a certain mean state so that the mean 
value of a quantity, taken over a certain period of time, tends t o be-
come independent of the length of the period and of the instant at 
which the period i s made to begin. Another case presents i t s e l f when 
the character of the motion appears to be the same over a 3.arge part of 
the f i e l d . I n the case of stationary f l u i d motion through a long tube 
or canal of constant section, a combination of the tvifo aspects i s foundj 
at every point of the tube the f i e l d can be considered as stationary, 
while at any instant the general state of the f i e l d vd.ll be the same 
over every section of the tube, provided we are far enough away from, the 
entrance and from the e x i t of the tube. I n such cases, mean values can 
be taken either -vïith respect t o time at a given point, or over a 
str a i g h t l i n e p a r a l l e l t o the axis of the tube at any instant of time. 
We may also combine the two methods of averaging. 
I n other cases we only f i n d a stationary pattern vath respect 
to time, but no homogeneity i n spacej f o r instance vfhen v/e consider 
the state of motion i n a pump v^orking w i t h constant speed of r o t a t i o n . 
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constant delivery, and constant pressiire difference. 
There can also be cases where the state of motion i s the same 
over the #iole f i e l d (so that the f i e l d i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y homogeneous), 
but where the motion gradually dies out so that i t i s not stationary 
' w i t h respect to time. I n that case space averages must be used . 
There are, of course, very many cases where there i s neither 
s t a t i o n a r i t y w i t h respect to time, nor homogeneity i n space. I t may be, 
however, that the same s i t u a t i o n can be reproduced an i n d e f i n i t e number 
of times by repeating the experiraent which brought i t abou.t. I n such a 
case vfe can use averages defined w i t h respect to the series of repe-
t i t i o n s of the experdjnent. Such averages are denoted as "ensemble" 
averages, since they refer to an ensemble of cases. 
2. The number of possible types of turbulent f l u i d motion i s , of 
course, i n f i n i t e . Attention has been directed mainly to a few groups 
of types of such nature that the members of a single group appear to be 
related amongst each other. 
The technically most important of these groups derives from 
the state of turbiolence which i s found i n a long c y l i n d r i c a l tube m t h 
constant cross section. The s t a t i s t i c a l properties of the f i e l d are 
independent of the instant of time and of the coordinate x measured 
along the axis of the tube. I n the case of a c i r c u l a r cross section 
they are moreover symmetrical about t h i s axis, but v/ith other forms 
of section the l a t t e r property f a l l s away. 
I t v a i l not be necessary to enumerate a l l the types of turbu-
lence r e l a t e d to the one mentioned, since these are st a f f i c i e n t l y Imovm. 
I n general, one can combine them under the name "boundary layer turbu-
lence," 
Since t h i s form of turbulence i s stationary i n time, and since 
i t i s also knovm that there i s dissipation of energy i n consequence of 
viscous f r i c t i o n , the motion must be maintained through the i n t r o -
duction of energy from the outside. I n the case of the motion through 
a tube, t h i s energy i s derived from the pressure drop i n the direction 
of the axis of the tube. Connected vdth t h i s circumstance i s the f a c t 
that the s t a t i s t i c a l properties are not homogeneous throughout space: 
although independent of x, they are dependent on the distance of a point 
from the w a l l , and a l l evidence points to the extreme importance of t h i s 
dependence i n the energy r e l a t i o n s . 
Tijrbi£Lence, homogeneous over a large space, has never been ob-
tained i n an exact v/ay. I t i s believed that i t can be obtained by s u i t -
ably s t i r r i n g a f l u i d i n a large space and then leaving i t to i t s e l f 
under such conditions t h a t the influences of the boundary of the f i e l d 
can be neglected i n the part where we desire to investigate the turbu-
lent motion. Theoretically t h i s case has been extensively studied, be-
cause i t has simpler properties than non-homogeneous f i e l d s , so that i t 
i s more amenable to mathematical analysis. The mathematical analysis 
can be extended i n such a vray that certain large scale inhomogeneities 
can be taken i n t o consideration. I t i s believed that the theory gives 
relations which can be applied ^ uith s u f f i c i e n t approximation t o a ntimber 
of experimental cases. 
These forms of homogeneous turbulence are constantly dissipat-
ing energy. The cases studied refer to f i e l d s not acted on by exterior 
forces (after the i n i t i a l s t i r r i n g ) ; hence the turbulence w i l l die out. 
The way i n v/hich i t dies out forms one of the main themes of the theo-
r e t i c a l treatment, 
3. One can ask whether i t virould be possible to obtain f i e l d s 
which simultaneously are homogeneous i n space and stationary i n time. 
Such f i e l d s necessarily would need the action of exterior forces i n 
order to entertain the motion. I t v d l l be evident, however, that the 
sp a t i a l pattern of these forces w i l l influence the character of the 
txirbulent motion. Hence homogeneity can be found only when the scale 
of length used i n observation i s so large that details of the force 
d i s t r i b u t i o n are elimanated. Since i n general one v d l l have to apply 
forces vfhich are f l u c t u a t i n g or act i n t e r m i t t e n t l y , a similar precaution 
w i l l be necessary i n respect to time i n order that the f i e l d may be con-
sidered as-stationary. I t seems d i f f i c u l t to imagine a proper experi-
mental set-up for such a case, but one might perhaps think of a large 
school of f i s h i n the sea, d i s t r i b u t e d vdth constant average density 
and playing around i n an i r r e g u l a r vray v/ith similar character of motion 
at every point. The most d i r e c t l y influenced aspect of the turbulence 
i n such a case v d l l be a type of eddies, compar-able i n extent vdth the 
size and the average distances betv/een the f i s h , „ . and v/ith periods de-
pending on the motion of the f i s h • and on boundary layer phenomena 
along t h e i r bodies. For an observer of dimensions small v/ith respect 
to the f i s h ' ; the f i e l d v r i l l therefore not be homogeneous. Eut when 
considered over distances large compared to the mean distance of the 
fishes, the f i e l d vri.ll present homogeneous patterns. I f we keep i n 
mind that random d i s t r i b u t i o n of the f i s h w i l l present a certain 
amount of large scale i r r e g u l a r i t i e s , i t v / i l l be evident that the 
f i e l d of turbulence, considered i n the main, v / i l l present features 
(eddies) of dimensions large compared w i t h the average distance be-
tween the f i s h , The study of these large scale i r r e g u l a r i t i e s may 
form a subject of great i n t e r e s t . One can, of course, replace " f i s h - ' 
by any system of forces i n t h i s example. 
U. The type of f i e l d which has been used very extensively f o r 
investigations concerning approximately homogeneous, decaying turbu-
lence, i s the grid-produced vd-nd-tunnel ttirbulence. Here we have to do 
w i t h a type of turbulence produced by exterior forces, the action of 
which has a stationary character i n time. The f i e l d obtained i s l i k e -
vd.se stationary i n time, but i t s d i s t r i b u t i o n i n space i s not homo-
geneous. To bring t h i s case i n i t s proper perspective vdth respect to 
the other ones, v/e describe i t as follows: v/e consider the f i e l d of 
motion i n the entrance part of a large tube; i t i s knovm that by means 
of proper devices the v e l o c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n of the incoming current can 
be made homogeneous and i t s tvirbiilence can be reduced to about 0,01^; 
while boundary turbulence, which makes i t s appearance at the walls, 
does not penetrate to the i n t e r i o r u n t i l one i s far dovmstream from the 
entrance. I n the approximately homogeneous and regular entrance current 
a screen or g r i d i s introduced, w i t h a mesh size small i n comparison 
v/ith the cross section of the current. This screen produces turbvilence, 
and the eddies formed are carried along by the mean motion and gradual-
l y die out. lïhen v/e introduce coordinates, x i n the dir e c t i o n of the 
main motion, y and z p a r a l l e l to the plane of the screen, the average 
state of motion at any point v / i l l be stationary m t h respect to time; 
the motion v / i l l be greatly dependent on y and z near the screen, but 
i t s average pattern v d l l become more and more independent of y and z 
further downstream; f i n a l l y i t m i l change gradually Yd.th x, but the 
change may be so gradual that over r e s t r i c t e d distances we may consider 
the motion as being homogeneous with respect to a l l three coordinates. 
I t i s expected that the s t a t i s t i c a l character of the turbulence then 
w i l l also become i s o t r o p i c . 
The type of turbulence obtained i n t h i s case i s very d i f f e r e n t 
from that obtained i n a c y l i n d r i c a l tube when the boundary layer turbu-
lence has penetrated so f a r i n t o the i n t e r i o r that a pattern of motion 
results which has become independent of x» 
I t i s believed, nevertheless, that certain characteristics of 
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, v d l l be present also i n the turbu-
lence found i n a tube i f attention i s r e s t r i c t e d to small scale motions. 
One of the problems of turbulence theory i s t o f i n d out i n how far t h i s 
i s the case and i n how f a r the differences between the two cases can be 
understood. 
5. I n the greater part of the the o r e t i c a l investigations on turbu-
lence the f l u i d i s considered to be incompressible. The types of motion 
possible are,consequently, potential motion s a t i s f y i n g the ordinary 
Laplace equation and incomptcssible vortex flov.-. 
Cases where changes of vol-ume or density appear, begin to 
a t t r a c t a t t e n t i o n . 
One case i s that of a b o i l i n g l i q u i d . I n the f i r s t place, v/e 
can imagine a f i e l d i n vfhich a great number of bubbles are being formed 
and are disappearing again without presenting a mean motion. The appear-
ance and disappearance of bubbles i s assumed to be a random effect; the 
currents produced v.dll be currents produced by sources and sinks, and 
by the large scale i r r e g u l a r i t i e s i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the growing or 
of the disappearing bubbles. One might f i n d here a type of turbulence 
v/holly of "potential" nature, though vdth a potential not sati s f y i n g 
the ordinary Laplace equation, 
A second case v/oxad be that where the bubbles have a certain 
mean motion, and where, moreover, the frequency of appearance or dis-
appearance i s a function of the coordinate x, measxured i n the direction 
of the mean motion. V/e then come t o the simplest case of c a v i t a t i o n . 
I n the general case of flow v/ith c a v i t a t i o n the f i e l d i s three-
dimensional. Already i n the one-dimensional case the physical aspect 
of the process forces us to investigate the pressure gradient snd to 
have regard to the e f f e c t of pressure on the appearance and disappear-
ance of bubbles. This becomes much more d i f f i c u l t i n the three-
dimensional case. 
The question also arises whether there i s a lossof energj'' i n 
such cases. I t i s possible that there v/ould be no dissipation by 
v i s c o s i t y so long as the motion of the l i q u i d i s purely p o t e n t i a l and 
s a t i s f i e s the ordinary Laplace equation outside of the bubbles. The 
only sources of dissipation then v/ould be thermocfynamical through some 
i r r e v e r s i b i l i t y i n the processes of evaporation and dissipation, tiirough 
heat conduction, or by means of sound waves, v/hen the compressibility 
of the l i q u i d i s taken i n t o account. 
\Then compressibility of the f l u i d becomes of great influence, 
a l l pressure changes w i l l set up acoustical waves so that part of the 
energy of the f i e l d i s i n the form of edcfy motion, another part i n the 
form of acoustical v/aves, ViThen the f i e l d i s not homogeneous and boundary 
conditions have t o be taken i n t o account, there may be outflow of both 
types of energy. Such forms of turbulence vd.ll be of importance i n 
high v e l o c i t y boundary flow and also i n problems r e f e r r i n g to s t e l l a r 
atmospheres or to i n t e r s t e l l a r gas. 
F i n a l l y , there are forms of turbulence i n which electromagnetic 
forces play a part and influence the dissipation. 
Our l i s t i s s t i l l very j.ncomplete. 17e may mention cases v/hich 
can be found i n the atmosphere, or i n the ocean, v/here there are simul-
taneously present tv/o forms of ttirbulence, one large scale, the other 
small scale, vdth a marked gap i n betv/een. The small scale turbiLLence 
w i l l then act as a kind of edc^ visco s i t y f o r the large scale motions. 
The nature of t h i s action, and the comparison betv/een t h i s case and 
cases v/here there i s a gradual passage from large scale t o small scale 
motions, form problems of great i n t e r e s t . 
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6. There i s s t i l l a f i i r t h e r point to be considered i n r e l a t i o n 
to turbulent motion. I n the preceding considerations we have re-
peatedly spoken of turbulence produced by exterior forces. I n certain 
cases we can imagine that these forces are given, i f not as exact ftinc-
tions of the time and the coordinates, then at least as random functions. 
This was the case when we considered the f i s h ; t o a certain extent 
also the production of turbulence i n a vdnd tunnel by means of a g r i d 
can be brought under t h i s heading. \Te can then assume that the i r r e g u l a r 
and f l u c t u a t i n g character of the motions prim a r i l y i s a consequence of 
the randomness of the force system. Since the equations of hydroc^ynamics 
are non-linear, the f l u i d motion cannot be treated as a simple super-
position of di f f e r e n t types, each called fommrd by some component of 
the force system; on the contrary, the various patterns of motion pro-
duced by the forces interact and give r i s e t o nevr patterns v/hich may 
d i f f e r widely i n character, i n scale, and i n periods, from those im-
mediately found i n the forces. S t i l l , i n these examples, we did not 
consider a reaction from the f i e l d upon the force system. 
I t i s generally assumed that the case i s d i f f e r e n t w i t h turbu-
lence i n the flow through a tube, and vd-th boundary layer turbulence. 
The exterior force - i n the case of motion tiirough a tube: the press-ure 
gradient - can produce a completely regular motion, the so-called 
laminar flow or Poiseuille flow. The f a c t that actually irregular flov/ 
i s obtained i s supposed to be a consequence of an inherent i n s t a b i l i t y 
of the laminar flov/, so that s l i g h t deviations from the mathematically 
exact pattern can lead to a complete change of the whole f i e l d . Turbu-
lence thus can originate as i t were "spontaneously," 
I f we look c a r e f u l l y i n t o the picture, however, v/e may come to 
the conclusion that a f t e r a l l the tv/o cases are not so very d i f f e r e n t . 
Let us describe the actual state of the f i e l d at any moment as a super-
position of elementary types of motion, f o r instance, by means of the 
method of Fourier series or of the Fourier i n t e g r a l (althoiigh, instead 
of simple harmonic components, any other complete system of normalized 
solutions of a linear d i f f e r e n t i a l equation can be taken). I t i s a l -
v/ays possible, at any given instant, t o obtain such a resolution of the 
f i e l d . I f the analysis i s repeated at another instant, v/e obtain other 
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values f o r the amplitudes; we can thus describe the history of the f i e l d 
by means of the time dependence of the various amplitudes. The s t a t i s -
t i c s of the f i e l d then reduce to the s t a t i s t i c s of t h i s system of ampli-
tudes . 
I n cases v/here the behavior of a f i e l d i s governed by linear 
equations, a form of resolut i o n can be found i n which a l l the amplitudes 
are completely independent of each other. Each of them follows i t s ovm 
course; i t depends only on the way i n which i t may have been excited at 
an i n i t i a l i nstant, and then either grows or decays; or i t may be stimu-
l a t e d repeatedly but i t i s always independent of i t s companions. I n 
the case of a non-linear system such a resolution i n t o independent com-
ponents i s impossible; every method of resolution one may apply gives 
us a series of components whose equations of motion are i n t e r r e l a t e d 
and non-linear i n such a way that they cannot be separated. Hence, 
every component i s coupled v/ith a l l others. I f at the i n i t i a l instant 
only one, or a few components are excited, other components v r i l l come 
up soon afterwards and, i n general, v/e can expect that the vihole 
spectrum w i l l alv/ays ari s e . The laws of motion of those systems which 
present turbulence now seem t o be such that there are always components 
v/hd-ch can r i s e t o Ysvy great amplitudes, even i f they had been very 
weakly stimulated. This has the consequence that very small disturb-
ances can produce disproportionally large effe c t s . Since i t i s im-
possible t o eliminate a l l disturbing effects from ary r e a l case com-
pl e t e l y , we can always expect that small disturbances (e.g., s l i g h t 
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s of the incoming flov/, s l i g h t disturbances of the flov/ 
outside a boimdary layer) w i l l excite some peculiarly sensitive form of 
motion and so give r i s e to the appearance of a turbulent f i e l d , vrith 
mean amplitudes of the f l u c t u a t i n g v e l o c i t i e s out of proportion to the 
effects which ca l l e d them forward. 
7, The mathematical problem of turbulence i n a tube (and also of 
rela t e d forms) i s to describe the coupling between the elementary forms 
of motion in t o v/hich the f i e l d can be resolved, and to predict the aver-
age d i s t r i b u t i o n of energy betv/een these forms. I t belongs t o the nature 
of the equations describing the development of the components, that 
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(;ertain ones of them can take up energy from the pressure gradient act-
ing i n the direction of the axis of the tube. I t w i l l be evident that 
those components i/^ich can take up energy most easily w i l l be the most 
sensitive to disturbances. I f the taking up of energy from the pres-
sure f i e l d i s dependent on terras of the f i r s t degree i n the amplitude, 
i t w i l l even appear i n a l i n e a r i z e d theory of the f i e l d , although such 
a theory w i l l not bring out the coupling between the components. I n 
certain cases i t may be that the taking up of energy w i l l appear only 
when att e n t i o n i s given t o the terms of higher degree than the f i r s t . 
Which of the two cases presents i t s e l f i n the t T j r b u l e n c e i n a t u t s , 
forms a problem v/hich has not been f u l l y investigated, but examples of 
systems can be constructed v/here the energy take-up i s given by terms 
of the f i r s t degree. 
I t may be a general character of turbulence that types of 
motion peculiarly adapted to taking up energy are present i n the system^ 
When t h i s i s the case, v/e must expect that the average d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
energy between the various components w i l l be determined p r a c t i c a l l y by 
the relations between the components themselves and w i l l be independent 
of the magnitude and form of the stimulating agency, provided the stimu-
l a t i o n xs weakc We w i l l then speak of "spontaneous" turbulence* Yifith 
strong stimulation one must expect t h a t certain types of motion di r e c t -
l y r e l ated t o the stimulating effects may become preponderant. I n such 
a case one has a type of turbulence which cannot be considered as 
"spontaneous," but which passes i n t o "stimulated" turbulence. Even i n 
the case of turbulence produced by a g r i d or by the school of fish'!, 
v/e have to do v/ith cases v/hich, s t r i c t l y speaking, come under the f i r s t 
category; for the forces excited by the rods of the g r i d or by the 
bodies of the f i s h • are due to boundary layer effects, which again 
produce changes i n the f i e l d of flow out of proportion to the thickness 
of the boundary layers. Once started, the disturbances continue to c a l l 
forward ne^ v disturbances, so that the turbulence perpetuates i t s e l f . 
Nevertheless, f o r an over-all investigation of the f i e l d , v/e may some-
times neglect t h i s aspect of the problem and assume random system of 
given forces to be the producing agency. 
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8, One may ask what i s the use of the preceding considerations 
and how they are re l a t e d to p r a c t i c a l problems. The answer i s that the 
investigation of argr p r a c t i c a l problem puts us i n the position of giving 
information about certain s t a t i s t i c a l aspects of the f i e l d of motion. 
Cases immediately coming t o the foreground concern the r e l a t i o n between 
pressure drop and mean v e l o c i t y of flow i n a'tUbe, boxmdary layer f r i c t i o n , 
problems of d i f f u s i o n and of heat transfer. A l l these depend on certain 
characteristics of the f i e l d , and i n order to be able t o give quantita-
t i v e information an analysis of the f i e l d i n t o som.e system of simple 
components i s an absolute requirement. I t can be surmised that the 
pr a c t i c a l qiestions of resistance, d i f f u s i o n , and heat transfer could 
be treated very w e l l i f vre on^y had some Imowledge about the components 
w i t h a r e l a t i v e l y large scale pattern. However,, such mathematical a t -
tempts as have been made to unravel the i n t r i c a c i e s of turbulent motion 
have given the impression that f u l l information concerning the ampli-
tudes of the coarser components cannot be obtained without giving atten-
t i o n t o the whole spectrum. Since there i s an unlimited supply of ener-
gy through the action of the pessure f i e l d , the mean energy content of 
the tiurbulent motion i s not d i r e c t l y determined. Energy i s accumulated 
and the accumulation goes so f a r that di.ssxpation balances i t . Hence, 
the mean energy content cannot be found -without giving regard to the 
dissipation, and the t o t a l amount of the dissipation i s very largely 
dependent on the sm.all wavelength end of the spectrum. Thus, the 
whole spectrm must be attacked and we cannot hope to obtain s a t i s -
factory results i f we should t r y to evade t h i s . 
The problems before the investigator divide themselves i n t o 
two groups: 
(a) To f i n d the way i n which p r a c t i c a l quantities (determin-
ing, f o r instance, transfer of momentimi of suspended material or of 
heat) depend on the character of the spectr-um. 
(b) To define the spectrum more precisely and to f i n d the 
relations which govern the d i s t r i b u t i o n of energy over i t . 
Serious d i f f i c x i l t i e s present -themselves i n both groups of 
problems. Even i f , f o r a given case - say again the flow through a 
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t u b e — w e analyze the flow i n t o simple harmonic components and assume 
that v/e should icnow the mean amplitudes of a l l components, the magni-
tude of the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t f o r p a r t i c l e s suspended i n the f i e l d 
cannot be found. This magnitude i s not f u l l y determined by the d i s t r i -
bution of energy over the spectrijm alone. Other rela t i o n s , defining 
the r e l a t i o n betv/een the state of the system at consecutive instants, 
are needed. Hence an adequate description of the f i e l d of motion re-
quires more than data about the spectrum—^\Te must also have dftta on the 
persistence of the components. 
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Chapter I I 
D i f f u s i o n of Particles i n a Turbulent F i e l d 
9. To obtain insight i n t o the nature of those characteristics of 
the turbulent f i e l d , which are needed i n the investigation of p r a c t i c a l 
phenomena, we consider the d i f f u s i o n of p a r t i c l e s . We begin by assuming 
that a l l p a r t i c l e s have the same density as the f l u i d and that they are 
s u f f i c i e n t l y small i n order to follow the motion of the elements of 
volume of the f l u i d without time lag. We assume that a large ntimber of 
par t i c l e s i s followed, s t a r t i n g a l l from the same point of the f l u i d . 
I f there i s a mean motion i n the f i e l d , the p a r t i c l e s w i l l be carried 
along by t h i s mean motion. Let us suppose, although t h i s w i l l not 
always be the case, that the mean motion i s stationary, r e c t i l i n e a r 
and uniform over a certain domain so that i t siiaply represents a trans-
l a t i o n i n a d e f i n i t e d i r e c t i o n with constant v e l o c i t y , 1^ introducing 
a coordinate system moving w i t h the mean flow, Y/e can eliminate i t s 
e f f e c t so that we are only concerned w i t h the turbulent motion super-
posed on i t . 
The turbulent motion m i l be i n tliree coordinates. We re-
s t r i c t t o only one of these coordinates, say y. 
Observation of the motions of the i n d i v i d u a l p a r t i c l e s w i l l 
give data which must be reduced by s t a t i s t i c a l evaluation. We have 
assumed the f i e l d to be stationary and we w i l l , therefore, be i n t e r -
ested i n the positions of the p a r t i c l e s a f t e r a certain duration T since 
they have started from t h e i r o r i g i n . For any value of T, the same f o r 
a l l p a r t i c l e s , we can picture the values of the coordinates y of the 
parti c l e s i n a diagram. The d i s t r i b u t i o n obtained may appear to be 
simply Gaussian, I f t h i s i s the case, the shape of the curve can be 
characteriged by a single parameter, f o r which one usvially takes the 
2 
average value of y , 
We w i l l investigate how t h i s mean value, -which i s a function 
of T, i s r e l a t e d to properties of the f i e l d , 
10. Vfe consider the v e l o c i t y of a single p a r t i c l e i n the y-direction 
as a function of two variables; the time at which the particles started 
-13" 
and the duration T elapsed since that moment. Now: 
T' 
O 
hence, we havei 
and the mean value taken over a large nximber of part i c l e s becomes: 
1' 'T 
d T ' c j T " i r ( ^ . / T ' ) ^ ( ^ . ; r ' ) . 
O o 
We assume the turbulence to be stationary -vdth respect to time 
and homogeneous i n space. I t w i l l be necessary t o assume the existence 
of exterior forces i n order to realize these txw conditions simultane-
ously, but since at the present we are concerned I'/ith kinematical 
relations only, t t d s w i l l not give r i s e to d i f f i c u l t i e s . The assvimp-
t i o n has the consequence that the mean value v ( t ^ , T ' J v ( t ^ , T'') 
w i l l depend on the time difference T = T' - T " only, and more precise-
l y on the absolute value (T' -T''| of t h i s difference, since the order 
i n i t i i c h the two positions are taken i s immaterial. I f the turbulence, 
although being stationary i n time, TOvild not be homogeneous, the values 
of T' and T'' w i l l enter. We w i l l keep to the simpler case where T i s 
the only relevant variable, 
ïife w r i t e : 
-lh-
2' 
One can now calculate the mean value y from the folloTfing i n t e g r a l : 
7 
O O 
which can also be v/ritten: 
J J 
7 
o 0 
and can be further transformed i n t o : 
T T ' 
7~ = ^ 
The i n t e g r a l occtirring i n the f i r s t term w i l l approach to a constant 
value, when T becomes large; we w r i t e : 
J 
Also the second i n t e g r a l w i l l approach to a constant value, and we w r i t e 
o 
I n t h i s way we obtain: 
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Expressions f o r small values of T can be obtained likewise. 
(They w i l l have a more complicated form.) Tie v / i l l pass over the de t a i l s , 
however. 
The function, ( f ) i s called the correlation function for 
the movement of the p a r t i c l e (more precisely, f o r the movement i n the 
y-direction; other correlation functions may be needed f o r the movement 
i n the x-direction or i n the z-direction). This corr e l a t i o n fimction, 
r e f e r r i n g t o the history of a single p a r t i c l e , or, according t o our 
i n i t i a l supposition, t o the history of a single element of volume of the 
f l u i d , i s a Lagrangian correlation because i t i s the Lagrangian des-
c r i p t i o n of a f i e l d of f l u i d motion that attention i s given to the his t o r y 
of the i n d i v i d u a l elements of volume. 
Most of our information about the state of motion of a f l u i d , 
both that resxilting from experimental investigation and t h a t obtained 
from the o r e t i c a l deduction, i s given i n the Eulerian description, where 
ve l o c i t i e s are recorded as a function of coordinates f i x e d i n space, and 
of time t . This description does not give attention t o the history of a 
single element of volume. 
Unfortunately, the Lagrangian correlation function R^ i s not 
d i r e c t l y r e lated to the data obtained i n the Eulerian description. 
Eulerian Correlations. Eulerian correlations can refer to re-
lations i n space or to relations i n time, or to both. Let us f i r s t take 
the case of a homogeneous f i e l d of txirbulence, ¥e consider the product 
v^ Vg, where v^ refers to the point y, Vg to the point y+ "y , both f o r 
the same instant t . Vfe calculate the mean value of the product by 
giving t o y a l l values i n a certain length of the yraxis, keeping at 
a f i x e d value. The mean resvult obtained w i l l be denoted t^y ('^  ) . I n 
general, t h i s function v d l l depend on t , the instant for which the corre-
l a t i o n was calculated. 
I f the f i e l d i s stationary i n time, v/e can calculate mean values 
of the type v ^ ( t ) v ^ ( t + T ) , r e f e r r i n g to a single point of the y-axis« 
This mean value w i l l be denoted by S^(X). I n general, i t w i l l depend 
on y. 
I f the f i e l d i s both homogeneous i n space and stationary w i t h 
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respect t o time, we can define a more general type of correlation by mak-
ing refer to a pair of values y , t , and v^ to a pair of values y + "7 J 
t + . Tö obtain the meah value, we proceed as follows: i n the y,t-plane 
a certain domain i s chosen v/ith i t s center of gravity at y^, t ^ . The 
mean value i s calculated as the average over the area of t h i s domain. I f 
the area i s s u f f i c i e n t l y large, the mean value should become independent 
both of the area and of the position of the center. I t should, moreover, 
be independent of the form given to the area provided no exceptional 
choice i s made. Usually i t i s supposed th a t the same mean value should 
also be obtained i n the particular cases v/here the domain i s reduced to 
a l i n e of a certain length, either p a r a l l e l t o the t-axis (time mean) or 
p a r a l l e l t o the y-axis (space mean), 
I f , instead of time and space averages, "ensemble" averages are 
preferred, we must assume that instead of a single f i e l d v ( y , t ) a great 
many similar f i e l d s are given, i n each of v/hich the value of v for a 
given pair of values y , t j i s determined by a random process. One can 
then take averages over the ensemble fo r every pair y , t , and one w i l l 
thus obtain a s t a t i s t i c a l average f i e l d . This procediu?e can be used 
also f o r non-homogeneous and non-stationary f i e l d s . I f the f i e l d i s 
homogeneous and stationary, the average value of any quantity obtained 
by ensemble averaging should be the same f o r every pair y , t . The en-
semble mean value of the product v^ v^ v/ith f i x e d values of y , t , i n 
pri n c i p l e can be a function of a l l four of these variables. I n the 
case of a stationary f i e l d i t becomes independent of both y and t , and 
reduces to a function of >ƒ and T alone, to be denoted t y S('>7,T). 
12, The introduction of the "ensemble" i s he l p f u l i n making clear 
certain matters of p r i n c i p l e . I f the random character of v for any pair 
of values y , t , was expressed by giving a pr o b a b i l i t y function for the 
values of v for t l i a t p a i r , say i n such a way that the p r o b a b i l i t y f o r v 
to exceed the value a would be: 
(aj y,t) 
(with P.^  = 1 £or a = - <»o , and = .0 f o r a = + )', and i f t h i s 
embodied a l l our knowledge there would be no basis to obtain a r e l a t i o n 
between simultaneous values of v at d i f f e r e n t points y. Our lack of 
knowledge would be expressed by the formula; 
S ,0) = 0, 
f o r a l l values of >^  which d i f f e r from zero. I n the same way, we should 
have 
S (0, Z) = 0 
f o r a l l values of X d i f f e r e n t from zero, since there would be no i n f o r -
mation about relations between consecutive values of v at a given point y. 
I t w i l l be evident t M t more generally we should w r i t e 
s ( r / , -c) = 0 
f o r ~>'( or T , or both being d i f f e r e n t from gero. 
Hence, virhenever the Eulerian correlation function S(>f,T) i s 
not zero f o r some values of or t. , t h i s means that there exist 
relations between the simultaneous values of v at d i f f e r e n t points y 
and between the consecutive values of v at a single point. Naturally 
one w i l l expect such relations t o exist on physical grounds. I t would 
be absurd to imagine that i n a moving f l u i d the v e l o c i t y could change 
from point to point or from instant t o instant without any r e s t r i c t i o n , 
however close i n space or i n time the points or instants would be chosen. 
One may ask, therefore, f o r a description of the f i e l d , which gives a 
picture of such r e l a t i o n s , and one may also expect that something about 
these relations must follow from the equations of motion. 
I n the description of the f i e l d by means of random functions, 
as i s the method employed when an "ensemble" of f i e l d s i s considered, 
these relations are obscured unless one introduces special probability 
f-unetions r e f e r r i n g t o the simultaneous values of v at dif f e r e n t points 
and to consecutive values at a single point, etc. The mathematical ex-
pression of such p r o b a b i l i t y r e l a t i o n s , hovrever, i s not simple and brings 
further questions. For most purposes, therefore, we consider the i n -
formation embodied i n the correlation ftmction S(')-^, T) as basic, and vre 
s h a l l make no attempts t o derive i t from p r o b a b i l i t y r e l a t i o n s . 
The following problems now present themselves: 
(a) Is there a r e l a t i o n between the Eulerian correlation func-
t i o n and the Lagrangian correlation we needed f o r the problem of diffusion? 
(b) Can one i n t e r p r e t the relations embodied i n the function 
S(''? ,V) as the r e s u l t of a certain structure present i n the f i e l d ? This 
l a t t e r problem - w i l l be deferred to Chapter I I I . 
13, The problem concerning the r e l a t i o n between Lagrangian corre-
l a t i o n and Eulerian correlation has not been solved. Not much attention 
seems t o have been given to i t i n publications. I t has been considered 
to some extent i n a paper by F. N. Frenkiel, "Comparison Between some 
Theoretical and Experimental Results on the Decay of Turbulence," Proc. 
V l l t h I n t e r n , Congress of Applied Mechanics, London, 19li8, 
I n order t o pass from the Eulerian description to the Lagrangian 
i t i s necessary to integrate the d i f f e r e n t i a l equation: 
I = V ( 7 , t ) . 
Let the i n t e g r a l be given by y - (p ( t ; s ) , where s i s the integration 
constant. Every value of s w i l l characterize an integration curve or 
path. Having found the i n t e g r a l , d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n gives the velocity v 
as a function of the time t along a pa r t i c u l a r path. Since i t also 
may be dependent on the value of the integration constant, we w r i t e : 
V = 4^  ( t j s ) . 
YiThen the f i e l d i s stationary w i t h respect t o time, we can now 
define time mean values along a particular path, that i s , f o r a f i x e d 
value of s. I n t h i s way vre come back t o Lagrangian mean values. I t i s 
generally assumed that the m.ean value of v i t s e l f al ong the path, ob-
tained i n t h i s way, i s equal to the Eulerian mean value; i n particiolar 
i f the Eulerian mean value of v i s zero, i t i s supposed that the 
Lagrangian mean value of v i s zero too,''^ 
The Lagrangian correlation i s defined as the time mean value: 
R^  ( T ) = " ^ . ( t ; s) . ^ . ( t + x; s) 
I t i s evident that t h i s function d i f f e r s widely from a l l three Eulerian 
For an exception, see below \0.'2'O. 
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correlation functions, 
ï/hen the f i e l d i s not only stationary w i t h respect to time, but 
also homogeneous i n space, the Lagrangian mean value v f i l l be the same 
for every path, so that i t m i l be independent of s. One might conse-
quently define a Lagrangian mean value also by means of an average 
taken with respect to both t and s. For t h i s purpose one could imagine 
the function •4''('^ ^^ ) represented i n an a u x i l i a r y plane having s 
and t as coordinates, so that ever-y v e r t i c a l l i n e corresponds t o a 
part i c u l a r path. ITe may then define mean values by averages taken over 
areas i n t h i s plane. I n certain cases one may even attempt t o obtain 
the mean value by averaging over a set of values of s f o r constant t . 
In the l a t t e r concept, however, a d i f f i c u l t y presents i t s e l f , 
since the parameter s can be chosen i n an i n f i n i t e number of ways. 
This means that i n the s, t-plane, we can introduce any transformation 
which substitutes a new variable s' f o r s, provided t i s l e f t unchanged. 
Such a transformation, however, w i l l i n general a f f e c t the d e f i n i t i o n 
of mean values. One might attempt to evade t h i s d i f f i c u l t y t y defining 
s as the value of y at a given instant of time5 but i t i s not auto-
matically certain that t h i s v / i l l r e a l l y take avray the f u l l d i f f i c u l t y . 
We sh a l l r e s t r i c t , therefore, t o time mean values taken along 
a single path, and w i l l assume that these w i l l be independent of the 
particular path. The introduction, afterwards, of an average m t h 
respect to s vd.ll then not bring any uncertainty. 
The major problem i s situated i n the integration of the d i f f e r -
e n t i a l equation. The usual methods of series development do not give 
s u f f i c i e n t help, since they have a r e s t r i c t e d domain of convergence, 
while the in t e r e s t i n g aspects of the correlation function make t h e i r 
appearance v/hen v/e consider large time differences. An important ques-
t i o n , f o r instance, i s : for v/hich time difference T v d l l R become zero 
when we know the behavior of the function S ? 
Questions of t h i s nature refer t o properties of the i n t e g r a l 
" i n the large" according to modern terminology. 
The following examples may serve as subjects f o r stucfy: 
(1) = ^ c o s ( o j t + X y ) 
wi t h A < «^/X j 
ir>\ ^ - A cos '..ot 
^ ' dt ~ 1 +. cos >- y 
Tdth a « 1, 
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The following examples can serve as subjects f o r stuc^: 
(1) V 
dt 
A cos((vOt + A y ) , w i t h A< ^ / \ ; 
(2) 
dt 
A cos U) t 
, w i t h a < C 1. V 
1 + a cos X y 
In the f i r s t example i t w i l l be found that the mean value of v along a 
path i s not zero, not withstanding the f a c t that the Eulerian mean values 
of V , both w i t h respect to time and w i t h respect to j, are equal to zero. 
the v e l o c i t y appears to be zei'o, the same as the Eulerian time mean value. 
However, the Eulerian mean value w i t h respect to y (for constant t ) i s 
not zero. 
ing i n turbtilent f i e l d s . With more elaborate expressions f o r v, however, 
integr a t i o n becomes too d i f f i c u l t . 
l l j . , Yflien we investigate the form of a correlation curve two charac-
t e r i s t i c s are of great importance: the point where the correlation be-
comes zero f o r the f i r s t time, and the curvature at the top. The second 
characteristic s t i l l belongs to the domain of "near by" relations and can 
be studied by means of d i f f e r e n t i a l expressions. 
a l l d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n s r e f e r r i n g to the history of an element of vol-ume, 
followed during i t s motion. For stationary turbulence, the mean value of 
the l e f t hand member w i l l be zero, hence: 
I n the case of the second example the Lagrangian mean value of 
Both examples are f a r too simple to represent conditions ex i s t -
Taking the case of the Lagrangian description, we have 
3 
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and for tr = 0: 
d^ R jd\'\ /dv^^ 
( I ) 
dT I d t ^ i , Idt 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n s and mean values a l l r e f e r r i n g to the Lagrangian descrip-
t i o n . This r e s u l t shovfs that the curvature of the correlation function 
at i t s top (for -T — O) ia uuauected v/ith the mean value of the square 
of the derivative. 
I n a similar way for Eulerian time correlation we have: 
( I I ) -4-
dT \? ) t 
derivatives and mean values r e f e r r i n g t o the Eulerian description. 
Now we have the w e l l known r e l a t i o n : 
dt t>j 
from which 
2 2 
\dt j h > t i 
However, t h i s formula cannot be used to make a comparison between ( l ) and ( I I ) 
because i n ( I ) we have a Lagrangian mean value and i n ( I I ) an Eulerian one. 
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Chapter I I I 
THE SPBCTBTM ,0F A TURBULENT FIELD 
15, We have seen that the Eulerian correlation function gives informa-
t i o n about connections i n the f i e l d of flow extending over space and time. 
This brings us to the problem of the strucb-ure of the f i e l d at a given 
in s t a n t . Various methods are available f o r analyzing the geometrical 
pattern of the motion. We s h a l l consider two of them. 
For s i m p l i c i t y , we consider a turbulent f i e l d without mean motion 
and assume the turbulence to be homogeneous i n space. I t dees not make 
much difference i f we s t a r t vdth a three-dimensional f i e l d , but i n further 
work i t i s simpler to r e s t r i c t to the one-dimensional case and to postpone 
three-dimensional f i e l d s to a l a t e r occasion. 
One method (applied by von Yfeizsyicker and others) s t a r t s from the 
idea of taking average valuesof the v e l o c i t i e s over domains of decreasing 
dimensions. We imagine a scale of lengths L^, L.^ , L 2 , L^, ...... i n 
which LQ i s large compared w i t h the largest eddies which observation may 
disclose i n the f i e l d , v/hile every next term of the series i s obtained by 
taldng 1/2 of i t s predecessor. ITe nov; associate vdth evRry point x, y, z 
of the f i e l d a series of ve l o c i t i e s U^ , V^, W^ , obtained by averaging the 
values of the actual v e l o c i t i e s around t h i s point over a voliMe of magni-
3 
tude L^ , having i t s center at x, y, z. I t can be expected t h a t v&en 
L„ i s large enough, the values of U^, V^, Vif^  v d l l be zero f o r every point 
X, y, zj whereas more and more details of the f i e l d of motion w i l l become 
apparent when vre go dovm the scale. I t must also be expected that when 
we have come to a certain very small length Lj^, depending on the nature 
of the f i e l d but i n a l l normal cases large compared w i t h molecular dis-
tances, a further subdivision of L^ ^ v d l l not reveal new de t a i l s . This 
means that there i s a certain minimum scale for the turbulence, so that 
the motion shov/s coherence over distances of the order L^ ^ or smaller, 
while i n t h i s process we remain s t i l l f a r from the separate molecular mo-
ti o n s , (This circumstance was alreacfy brought forvmrd by Osborne Reynolds 
i n his classical paper on turbulence; i t was considered by him to be a 
cornerstone of great importance i n the analysis,) 
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A l l these calcvilations of averages refer to one single instant 
of time. The analysis can be performed f o r a series of instants of time, 
so that at every point of the f i e l d may obtain U^ , V^, as functions 
of the time. 
Me now introduce a series of ''component f i e l d s " defined by the 
formulas 
from which: 
\ = \ - \ - l ' 
U = u + u ,+u „ + + u_ , etc. 
n n n - l n-2 0 ' 
The f i e l d s u^, v^, v/^  (which quantities of course are functions of x, y, z) 
can be considered as "components" of the t o t a l f i e l d . 
From what has been said concerning the behavior of U , V , W f o r 
large n ( i n p a r t i c u l a r f o r n > N), i t follows that the component f i e l d s 
u , V , w become zero f o r n "> N, 
n^ n 
For each of the component f i e l d s we can calculate the mean k i n e t i c 
energy per u n i t volume (assuming that the f i e l d i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y homo-
geneous). This mean Icinetic energy refers t o a single instant of time, 
v i z , , the instant for v/hich the mean values have been calculated. By re-
peating the calculation f o r a series of instants, the mean kin e t i c energy 
of a f i e l d u , v , w can be obtained as a function of the time, 
n' n n 
By means of t h i s procedure v/e obtain a picture of the d i s t r i b u -
t i o n of the energy over the various components as a function of the index 
n, which gives us a kind of "energy spectrum" of the turbulent motion. 
Kinetic energy 
component 
of each 
I 
© 
4 
1 
I 
9 
4 
I 
Q O Q 
9 
9 
» 
9 
n 
-2k~ 
One would expect that the t o t a l energy of the actual f i e l d per u n i t volume 
could be calculated by summing the energies of a l l the component f i e l d s . 
An exact proof of t h i s assertion i s not easy, however, and i t might be 
that the theorem i s not exactly true. 
16, The analysis of a given f i e l d by means of the method of averag-
ing according to the scheme indicated, suffers from the arbitrariness 
involved i n the choice of the domains. One can eliminate the a r b i t r a r i -
ness of by introducing a set of increasing lengths L ^, L 
derived by multiplying i n steps of 2. The f i e l d s obtained by averaging 
over the corresponding volumes should be zero, i f LQ had been properly 
chosenj otherwise a larger volume must be taken to s t a r t w i t h . Instead 
of dividing by 2, one might also divide by some other number, either 
larger or smaller, perhaps a number close to un i t y . I n the l a t t e r case 
the number of component f i e l d s w i l l greatly increase and each f i e l d w i l l 
become of very small i n t e n s i t y , A particular mathematical method must 
then be introduced i n order to r e t a i n definable components. 
One can obviate such d i f f i c u l t i e s by subst i t u t i n g f o r the method 
of averaging the Fourier analysis. Restricting t o a single coordinate, 
say y, we represent the v e l o c i t y v ( y , t ) - i n the Eulerian description - by 
means of a Fourier i n t e g r a l : 
- 2 ^ 
+ c© ., 
(1) V = r <p(k) e ' dk 
- CO 
where i = " ^ j - 1. Wow another d i f f i c u l t y presents i t s e l f , since Fourier 
integrals can be defined only f o r functions which vanish at i n f i n i t y i n 
such a v/ay that t h e i r squares admit a f i n i t e i n t e g r a l . To overcome t h i s 
d i f f i c u l t y one usually assumes that we can r e s t r i c t t o the values of v 
Tdthin a f i n i t e domain, say vdthin the part of the y-axis from -M to +M, 
v/hile outside t h i s domain v i s replaced by zero. The corresponding 
Fourier i n t e g r a l v d l l now give the values of v vdthin t h i s domain only, 
but i f M i s large, the i n t e g r a l expression v d l l be s u f f i c i e n t l y repre-
sentative. The amplitude function (p(k) i s then obtained..from: 
(2) 9(k) = -|:p 
+M 
^ -ii<y 
v(y) e dy . 
1M 
The amplitude function must s a t i s f y the r e l a t i o n (p(-k) = <p-5!-(k) , the 
asterisk denoting the complex conjugate, since otherwise v would not be 
a r e a l function. 
The Fourier i n t e g r a l refers t o the course of v at a single instant 
of time. T/hen the analysis i s repeated at a l a t e r i n s t ant, the amplitude 
function (p v d l l , i n general, be d i f f e r e n t . Hence, we must consider <p as 
a function both of the frequency k and of the time t . Provisionally we 
r e s t r i c t t o the single in s t a n t . 
17. To obtain the Eulerian correlation function (>?) = S (7^,0) 
(with IT equal to zero, meaning th a t we consider correlation between 
simultaneous values only)., we form: 
V 2 = 
i ( k ^ - f k 2 ) y + i k 2 7 
^ dk^ ^ dk^ (p(k^) e 
- CO; - 00 
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I n order t o f i n d the mean value v^v^ we integrate w i t h respect to y from 
-M^  to where M. Since the integrals give a value d i f f e r e n t 
from zero only when y i s situated i n the domain -M... +M, we obtain the 
mean value by dividing through 2M. The choice of the wider inte g r a t i o n 
l i m i t s has been introduced to be able to make go to i n f i n i t y a f t e r per-
forming the integration i n order to obtain a simp^-ified resiolt. I n t h i s 
way we f i n d : 
V 2 = 
+00 + CO 
1 r r s i n ( k + k j 
^ dlc^  \ dk^ (p (k^) (pCk^ ) e - ^ ^ 
- CO - CO 
which f o r -> 00 transforms i n t o : 
dk cp (k) (p(«k) e - i k 
- ÜO 
k having been w r i t t e n f o r k^. Hence 
CO 
On 
^1^2 ^ ^ ^ 'P(^) ^ * (k) COS k ) ^ d ^  . 
I f vre w r i t e : 
(3) r ( k ) = — <p(k) <p^ (^k) , 
M 
we can now represent the correlation function by the i n t e g r a l : 
CO (U) S^(7;) = v^Vg = \ p (k ) cos kT7 di 
An inportant point t o observe i s that the amplitude function cp 
depends on M, since M occurs i n the l i m i t s of the i n t e g r a l (2)» On the 
other hand S^  by i t s nature must be independent of M, and the same must 
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apply to the function p ( k ) . Hence i t follows that the absolute value of 
1/2 
the amplitude function must be proportional to M ^  . According to (2) the 
value of (p i s obtained by the addition of a large number of vectors 
- i k y 
v(y) e , i n which v(y) varies incessantly from positive to negative 
values and vice versa. The f a c t that the r e s u l t i n g vector has a length 
1/2 
proportional to M ' , i s re l a t e d to similar results obtained i n the 
problem of the random walk. 
A further observation should be made. For convenience, the 
l i m i t s i n (2) have been w r i t t e n -M, +M. The mean value r e s u l t i n g f o r S^ , 
hovrever, must not change i t vre s h i f t the integration i n t e r v a l along the 
y-axis. Hence the absolute value of <p (k) must be insensitive to such a 
s h i f t , (The phase angle of (p(k) on the other hand may be sensitive t o 
a s h i f t . This phase angle may also change markedly virhen the value of k 
i s altered.) 
I f we take ?7 - 0, vre obtain the mean square of the vel o c i t y v. 
Passing t o the mean kineti c energy and omitting f o r s i m p l i c i t y the density 
factor, we f i n d : 
00 
(5) E = i f p (k) dk . 
Hence the fxmction p ( k ) gives us the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the energy over the 
various harmonic components, that i s , what i s commonly called the energy 
spectrum of the tiirbiilence, 
I f { 'tj) i s knovm, we can obtain p (k) from the inversion of 
(U): 
o f 
OOS k (6) r ( k ) = ~ j 
0 
so that the energy spectrum can be calculated from the correlation fimction. 
As mentioned, a l l formulas of t h i s section refer to a single i n -
stant of time. Hence the spectrum obtained,properly speaking, i s an 
instantaneous spectrum. Repetition of the calculations f o r consecutive 
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instants of time w i l l show whether and how the spectrimi changes w i t h time» 
18. 1/Vhen the tiirbulence i s stationary one expects that the spectrum 
w i l l be independent of the time. This means that we expect JH (k) and 
the absolute value of the amplitude function cp (k) to have always the same 
value; the phase of (p(k) probably w i l l be a rap i d l y changing function of 
the time. 
I n the case of turbulence which i s both homogeneous i n space and 
stationary i n time, we can generalize the procedure of section 17 and 
represent the f-unction v ( y , t ) by means of a double Fourier i n t e g r a l : 
+ oo + oo • / I , / > 4-N 
r f x ( k y + a ; t ) 
(7) V = I dk \ dv f (k, Cü ) e i 
- CO - OO 
This representation s h a l l be v a l i d f o r - M<^y<l,+ M ; - T < ^ t <,+ T ; 
outside of t h i s domain i t w i l l give v = 0. 
ITe can then form the complete Eulerian correlation function and 
obtain: 
„ + CO + CO) . ^1 . / ^  \ 
^2 p p -i(k7;+ U^T ) 
S()7, -r) = — \ die \ dCO f ( k , UJ) f ( - k,-(^) e 
This can also be w r i t t e n : 
CO CO 
(8) S(-^,T;) = t dk r dü) ( j ( k , ^ 4 j ) c o s ( k l | ; + T ) + G(k,6c0 Gos(k,^_<iy 
J J 
where: 
.2 
F(k, CO ) = f(k,Uj ) £{-k,-Uj) 
MT 
G{k,L0) = — f(k,-GU ) f ( -k,<4J ) . 
MT 
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I f we take % = O, we come back to the function S^(>7); hence: 
CO 
r ( k ) = J dU) |^F(k,Co ) + G(k,aJ f^- , 
o 
I f we take >p = 0, we arr i v e at the function ^2^'^ ^ ' ^ ^ r i t i n g : 
00 
SgC'F) = r dOj-p *{UJ ) cos U)T, 
we have: 
CO 
p = J dk |F(k,6ü ) + G(k, U) )j. . 
o 
The function p •''''(4>J ) gives the energy spectrtmi w i t h reference 
to frequencies i n time, whereas p (k) gives the spectrum w i t h reference 
to frequencies i n space. 
With the a i d of hot-mre anemometers i t i s the energy spectrum 
r e f e r r i n g t o frequencies i n time, which can be measured most easily and 
w i t h high resolving power. 
I t must be observed that i n defining the spectrum sometimes 
another point of view i s taken. The Fourier analysis,'say f o r the •^aluQ of 
V as a time function at a given point of space, i s made repeatedly over 
a set of consecutive periods of equal large duration T, Since we now 
work w i t h f i n i t e periods, we can use a Fourier series instead of the 
i n t e g r a l , so that the amplitude function i s replaced by an enumerable set 
of amplitude c o e f f i c i e n t s : 
For each period T a new set of coefficients i s obtained. Consequently, 
when we consider the coefficients a^, b of the n-th component, they 
w i l l show a co l l e c t i o n of values v/hich can be described by a pr o b a b i l i t y 
function i f the co l l e c t i o n i s large enough. I n t h i s way one arrives at 
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the notion of a pro b a b i l i t y function f o r the spectral amplitudes. 
V/her^ , one compares the l a s t mentionèd method with that of the 
Fourier i n t e g r a l , a t t e n t i o n must be given t o the circumstance that we now 
are r e s t r i c t i n g to an enumerable set of d i s t i n c t amplitude coefficients, 
each r e f e r r i n g to a discreet frequency; whereas i n the case of the i n t e g r a l 
we use a continuous frequency scale. The mathematical relations between 
the two cases are not simple and require great care. 
periods of d-uration T, we can also consider an ensemble of systems simul-
taneously present before us and apply to each the analysis by means of 
the Foiurier i n t e g r a l . I t may then be possible t o compare the values of 
the amplitude function cp ( k ) , f o r a given k, i n the various systems con-
s t i t u t i n g the ensemble, and we can investigate vfhether a p r o b a b i l i t y 
function f o r the values of the amplitude function r e f e r r i n g t o a given k 
can be found. 
that a double Fourier i n t e g r a l l i k e (7) can also be used vrtien the turbu-
lence, although being homogeneous i n space, i s not stationary, but i s 
damped s u f f i c i e n t l y r epidly to make the i n t e g r a l 
convergent ( ^ 2 s space mean ) . We cannot form S(7^ , t ) i n t h i s case 
but we can form S (n) as a space mean and obtain: 
Instead of calculating Fourier series f o r a consecutive set of 
From the mathematical point of viev/, i t i s of in t e r e s t to observe 
00 
dt 
+ CO + CO + (60 
v a l i d for t ^ 0. 
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Chapter IV 
SOME EXPERIMENTAL DATA OM THE SPECTRUM AMD ON CORREIATIOM 
19» Data on the spectrum r e f e r r i n g to frequencies i n tLme.'"" Experi-
mental investigations have mostly been made f o r the case of grid-produced 
wind tunnel turbulence, where we have to do w i t h turbulence decaying i n 
time, swept along by the general current i n the wind tunnel (which has a 
constant mean v a l o c i t y ) , For a measuring instrument f i x e d i n space, the 
f i e l d i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y stationary. V/hile the f i e l d i s actually three-
dimensional, the measuring instrument p r a c t i c a l l y follows one component 
only i n i t s dependence on the time at a f i x e d point, say u ( t ) . The cor-
responding frequency spectrum F(n) i s defined as the f r a c t i o n of u con-
tained i n the (time) frequency band n, n + dn, and i s often called the 
"povrer spectrum" . The corresponding E-ulerian time-correlation function, 
i n our notation: S^{'x), i s then given by: 
S^i'^) = u^ ^ dn F(n) cos 2rr mr . 
0 
Sometimes a function ¥ ( T ) i s used, defined by: 
00 
J (x ) - — = \ dn F(n) cos 2u nx 
Dr:/den alreac^ found that the measiu^ements of F(n) f o r a certain 
range of frequencies can approxj.mately be represented by the function 
(H.L.Dryden, "A Review of the S t a t i s t i c a l Theory of Tui-'bulence," Quart. 
Appl. Mathem. 1, p. 35, 19it3): 
(a) F(n) - " 
1 + c n 
•j}-
I n preparing t h i s section use has been made of a report on the Spectrum 
of Isotropic Turbulence by H.IT. Liepmann, J. Laufer and Kate Liepmann. 
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I f t h i s i s used up to n —> co the corresponding correlation function becomes 
- a-rn: /c 
(b) Y ( T ) = e 
Formula (a)-, however, cannot be v a l i d f o r large values of n. Never-
theless, Liepmann's measui'ements showed that fcry f a r the largest part of the 
turbulent energy i s contained i n a portion of the spectrum f o r which the 
simple expression gives a good approximation. 
I t i s probable that the formula neither i v i l l be v a l i d dovm. to 
n = 0, since f i n i t e values of F(n) down t o n = 0 would seem to imply the 
presence of correlations extending to i n d e f i n i t e l y increasing time i n t e r -
vals T . Experimentally, most measuring appliances cannot go far below 
frequencies of 1 per second, so that no r e l i a b l e data are available f o r 
periods of a minute, or say an hour or more. 
20. Other experiments have shovm that the prob a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
u ( t ) - r e f e r r i n g t o i t s instantaneous values without giving any attention 
to correlation -/oaussian, so that the pr o b a b i l i t y of u ( t ) having a value 
between u and u + du i s given by: 
1 ' 
i^J • ' ". ' e du. 
2Tr u^ 
I t i s proved i n papers on the theory of the Brownian movement 
that a process which gives a Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r instantaneous values, 
and which has a correlation function of the simple exponential type ( b ) , 
mentioned above, must be a "Markoff" random function. Such a function i s 
charactex-ized by the following property: suppose that we Icnow the value 
of u at an instant t ; l e t i t be u . The p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n of the 
O 0 
values at a l a t e r instant t i s then completely determined, so that i t can 
be described by a function P(u,t; u ^ , t ^ ) . Data concerning the value of u 
at instants before t are i r r e l e v a n t . The function P(u,t: u , t ) therefore 
i s the f u l l expression of a l l t hat we can say about correlation i n the be-
havior of u ( t ) . 
The function P(u,t; u , t ) must s a t i s f y an important condition. 
I f the value of u at t i s given, and we desire to know the p r o b a b i l i t y 
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ULstribution f o r the values at t, we can choose an intermediate instant 
t ^ and f i r s t vre-ite down the p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r that instant: 
P (u^, t^; u^, t ^ ) . 
The p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the instant t w i l l then follow from the 
i n t e g r a l 
+ oo 
p 
^ P (u, t ; u^, t ^ ) P (u^, t ^ ; u^, t ^ ) du^ . 
- CO 
The value of t h i s i n t e g r a l must be i d e n t i c a l w i t h P (u, t; u^, t ^ ) . 
I t i v i l l be evident that the distance between the two consecutive 
instants ( t ^ - t ^ ; or t - t ^ and t ^ - t ^ ) i n t h i s reasoning may not be taken 
too small. Otherwise one could expect that the value at the instant t 
might be found w i t h reasonable accuracy from the V c i u e at t ^ together v/ith 
the rate of change at t ^ , which actually would mean that we have made use 
of data concerning two preceding instants. I f , however, t - t ^ exceeds a 
certain threshold, data concerning the rate of chance of u at the instant 
t^can be i r r e l e v a n t f o r the prediction of futiore values, which means that 
the course of v ( t ) can change i n an unknown v/ay betv/een t ^ and t . 
a. 
I t i s important to observe that a cor r e l a t i o n function of the 
simple exponential type (b) i s characteristic f o r processes i n vnhich the 
variable quantity changes abruptly w i t h a f i n i t e amount at random instants 
of time. The mean i n t e r v a l between consecutive changes i s related to the 
parameter c i n the exponent. The abruptness of the change i s evident from 
.the f a c t that li^:) has a non-zero derivative f o r -r = 0, Actually t h i s 
i s impossible i n ary r e a l physical process. A correlation function f o r a 
physical quantity must always present a rounded top (vri.th horizontal 
tangent and non-zero radius of curvature) at T = 0 and the spectral fimc-
t i o n F(n) must decrease much more rapidly f o r large n than i s indicated 
by the approximation ( a ) , 
With reference to turbulence, t h i s means that an important part 
of the phenomenon proceeds as i f elements of volume w i t h d i f f e r e n t values 
of the v e l o c i t y n follow each other i n an i r r e g u l a r way, v/ith very t h i n 
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t r a n s i t i o n regions separating them. Iffhen a t r a n s i t i o n region sweeps over 
the meastiring instrument, the rate of change of u i s very high; i n between 
the t r a n s i t i o n regions the rate of change i s low. Closer inspection v i i l l 
reveal t h a t the t r a n s i t i o n regions have a certain (very small) f i n i t e t h i c k -
ness; "9 u/"© t does not exceed a certain order of magnitude and F(n) proba-
bl y w i l l decrease as e~^" f o r n co, C being some constant. 
21. I t v d l l not be strange th a t , although the p r o b a b i l i t y f-unction f o r 
u ( t ) i s Gaussian, as indicated i n ( c ) , the corresponding function f o r 
'öu/'Stt i s not Gaussian, A measure for the de-viation i s given by the 
dimensionless quantity: 
(öu/at)^ 
L (c)u/2.t)2 ^ 
For a Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n one would have T = 3» Actual values are larger: 
A,A. Townsend, "Correlation Derivatives i n Isotropic Turbulence," Proc 
Cambridge Philos. Soc. k3, p» 560, 19kl> gives values ranging from 3,32 to 
3,k9) and Batchelor i n l a t e r work (G.K. Batchelor, "Recent Developments i n 
Turbulence Research j' Proc. V l l t h Congress of Appl, Mechanics, London, 19kQ) 
ass-umes the value 3,5> (For u i t s e l f , Townsend. mentioned values ranging 
from 2,92 to 2,99, f a i r l y i n agreement vdth the theoretical value 3 ) , 
There even i s no symjnetry between positive and negative values 
of c) u/'Q t . Although the mean value of t h i s quantity i s zero, the mean 
value of the t h i r d power ( ^  u/ 9 t)^ i n general appears to d i f f e r from 
zero. A dimensionless measvire of the deviation i s the skevmess factor: 
( ^ u / a t ) 
S = 
f o r which the value - 0,39 has been obtained w i t h isotropic turbulence 
(Batchelor, I . e . ) . 
Both the almost abrupt changes i n u and the skevmess presented by 
i t s derivative are due t o the non-linear character of the hydrodynamic 
equations, to which we s h a l l come back l a t e r . (The non-linear effects 
primarily produce a skevmess i n ^ u/ Ö x; i n the experimental setup t h i s 
i s measured as (l/U ) ( B u / 9 t ) ) . 
22, As a pa r t i c u l a r form of turbu].ence, we mention the turbulence i n 
the two-dimensional wake behind a single cylinder. This may be considered 
as the elementary form compared to which the grid-produced turbulence i n a 
•vd.nd tunnel i s a combination and superposition of a great many wakes v/ith 
d i f f e r e n t planes of syrnmetry. I n the wake behind a single cylinder there 
appears a strong i n t e r m i t t e n t type of v e l o c i t y fluctuation.. For a certain 
f r a c t i o n of the time the ve l o c i t y varies i n the ordinary i r r e g u l a r manner, 
as i s characteristic f o r w e l l developed turbulence, v/hile f o r the re-
mainder of the time the v e l o c i t y fluctuations are slow and of small magni-
tude (G.K. Batchelor, "Note on Turbulent Free Flov/s," Journ. Aeron. Sciences 
17, p. i i U l j l J ^ O ) . I t looks as i f jshere i s a rather sharp di v i s i o n of the 
flow f i e l d i n t o a laminar flow outside a wholly turbulent wake core w i t h 
an i r r e g u l a r boundary, while w i t h i n the core the tvirbulence has small-scale 
isotropy. At any point of the wake laminar and turbulent flow m i l occur 
i n t e r m i t t e n t l y as the i r r e g u l a r i t i e s of the core are carried dovmstream. 
23. The experimental results considered thus f a r have been obtained 
w i t h f i x e d measuring instruments, and consequently ref e r to the Eulerian 
description. I n deriving certain formulas connected vd.th the r e s u l t s , i t 
even has been assumed by the authors that the Lagrangian derivative du/dt 
woiLld be small compared vrith the l o c a l Eulerian derivative d u/'ö t , and 
that one might approximately w r i t e Z> u/ d t ''^  - U ( T) u/ D x ) , U being 
the constant ve l o c i t y of the general current i n the wind tunnel. Hence the 
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r e s i i l t s deduced from these measurements do not give l i g h t on Lagrangian 
correl a t i o n ; the assumption made entails only that i t s h a l l stretch over 
mxich larger intervals of time than the l o c a l Eiilerian correlation (x). 
Measurements r e f e r r i n g to the Lagrangian point of view have been 
made hy following the motion of in d i v i d u a l p a r t i c l e s c a rried along by the 
f l u i d . V/hen the par t i c l e s have a density equal to that of the l i q u i d and 
are small compared vdth the size of the eddies which form the main part 
of the turbulence, i t can be presmed that they v d l l closely reproduce the 
motion of the elements of voltOTie of the f l u i d . For p a r t i c l e s s t a r t i n g from 
a f i x e d point i n a flowing stream (either a vrlnd tunnel current or a current 
i n a canal vdth boundary layer turbulence), measurements have been made 
concerning t h e i r l a t e r a l displacements af t e r they have moved dovmstream 
over a certain distance. These measurements have given the r e s u l t that the 
transverse displacements are d i s t r i b u t e d according to a Gaussian curve. 
Further, the increase of the mean square transverse displacement w i t h dis-
tance downstream, which approximately means increase with time elapsed 
since a p a r t i c l e was ejected from i t s g r i f i c e , permits to calculate the 
d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t D considered i n section 10, This gives the time-
i n t e g r a l of the Lagrangian corr e l a t i o n function R.^(T). More detailed 
measurements f o r small distances (small tiine lapse) pexuiiit t o calculate 
the c orrelation function ^^i'^) i t s e l f . The r e s u l t obtained could be ap-
proximately represented by 
where a i s a constant (compare A. A. Kalinslce and C. L. Pien, "Eddy Diffusiori' 
I n d u s t r i a l and Engineering Chemistry 36, p. 220, 19141;). 
This r e s u l t seems to indicate that the motion of the elements of 
voliane of the f l u i d i s likevdse subject to almost abrupt random changes 
i n v e l o c i t y . 
2I4.. No data are knovm thus f a r , giving coexistivig curves for the 
Eulerian and the Lagrangian correlation functions, r e f e r r i n g to the same 
case of tiïTbulent motion. I t i s very desirable that such measurements 
s h a l l be made. 
In the present case, where we consider particles carried along by 
a stream of approximately constant v e l o c i t y , the mathematical relations 
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are d i f f e r e n t and somevirhat simpler than those considered i n sections 13 and 
l i | . I f the general motion i s i n the x-direction and again has the v e l o c i t y 
U^ , we may consider the transverse v e l o c i t y v and the transverse displace-
ment y of a p a r t i c l e as functions of the time t and of the downstream 
position X of the p a r t i c l e . 17e can then consider Eulerian correlation be-
tween p a r t i c l e s observed at the same instant of time and f i n d i n g themselves 
at various values of x, and thus determine a correlation function f o r the 
transverse v e l o c i t i e s 
v ( x , t ) v(x + g , t ) 
S ( 5 ) , 
v2 
vrhere è, i s the difference of the x-values. (17e now divide a l l correla-
t i o n functions by the mean square v e l o c i t y v^^ i n order to have normalized 
expressions Tihich take the value unity f o r t, ~ x - 0.) Or we may con-
sider a l l p a r t i c l e s passing through a f i x e d plane (x = constant), and 
determine a correlation fimction 
S ( T) = v ( x , t ) v ( x , t + T ) ^ 
depending on the time-difference. F i n a l l y , we can determine a general 
Eulerian correlation function 
s ( ^ ^ . ) . ^ Ë i i I j L ( ï t l ^ i ^ ^ . 
v2 
by comparing particles having time and position differences. This fimction 
can be represented by li n e s of constant S i n a diagram having % and % as 
coordinates. 
I f we follov/ the history of every single p a r t i c l e , then also a 
Lagrangian correlation function can be determined r e f e r r i n g t o the l i f e 
h i s t ory of a p a r t i c l e , or, what comes to the same, to the l i f e history of 
a single element of volume of the f l u i d . Yfó s h a l l w r i t e for t h i s function 
v ( t ) v ( t +'r ) 
R ( T ) = . : 
v^ v2 
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the two values of v r e f e r r i n g to the same p a r t i c l e . 
I n the case considered, the Lagrangian time derivative of the 
transverse v e l o c i t y i s approximately given t y 
dv --^  B V , TT ^ v 
dt ^ t ° d X 
To the same approximation the Lagrangian correlation function 
R.^(T) w i l l approach to the Eulerian correlation function S ( ^  ,T ), i f we 
take £, = U T i n the l a t t e r . 
0 
I f the Lagrangian time-derivative i s small i n comparison with the 
lo c a l Eulerian time-derivative T) v/ 'Ö t, the Lagrangian correlation func-
t i o n 'K^i'x) w i l l decrease from i t s maximum value unity at a much slower rate 
than the Eijlerian time correlation function S^CT). We may then expect that 
the diagram f o r the function S ( , ir ) w i l l be somewhat of the shape: 
25. Some General Observations on Experimental Data 
BJ means of the hot-Td.re technique, Eulerian mean values and corre-
lations can be obtained as time mean values i n a stationary f i e l d , w i t h 
measuring apparatus held i n a f i x e d position. We mention t h a t , for instance, 
the following quantities can be measured: the behavior of the longitudinal 
v e l o c i t y component u and of the transverse components v and w as fimctions 
of time; the mean squares of these components and t h e i r spectra; correlation 
\ 
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products r e f e r r i n g either to a single component or t o two d i f f e r e n t COBV-
ponents, measured simultaneously at d i f f e r e n t points of the f i e l d ; the 
correlation product f o r a single component i n which the two vaL ues refer 
to d i f f e r e n t instants of time, measured at the same spot.(This requires 
recording the component and reading the record by means of two instruments 
which pick up the values f o r two instants vdth a prescribed i n t e r v a l of 
time betv/een them.) 
I t i s also possible t o measure d i r e c t l y t r i p l e correlation prod-
ucts, i n v ^ i c h the sqiare of one component i s m u l t i p l i e d by the f i r s t 
power of a component measured at a d i f f e r e n t spot. 
Further, one can obtain the l o c a l time derivatives of the com-
ponents and measure t h e i r mean square values and analyze t h e i r spectra. 
Also mean square values of higher derivatives can be obtained. 
Lagrangian correlations can be obtained only t y the observation 
of p a r t i c l e s carried along by the f l u i d . 
The two types of turbulence for v/hich most measurements have been 
made are grid-produced turbulence i n a v/ind tunnel or the l i k e , and the 
turbulent motion i n a tube or canal, or i n a boundary layer. 
I n the f i r s t case the f i e l d i s stationary; over a large space 
i t s average structure i s independent of the transverse coordinates y and z; 
i t i s slowly changing w i t h x. • 
I n the case of motion through a tube or channel w i t h c y l i n d r i c a l 
or prismatic walls, the f i e l d w i l l be stationary and independent of x. 
There i s , however, a strong dependence on the transverse coordinate 
which i s connected vdth a transmission of energy across the f i e l d to com-
pensate the dissipation. I n the experimental investigation of the f i e l d 
one must give due attention to the fa c t that i t i s not homogeneous. This 
w i l l be f e l t i n par t i c u l a r when observations are made on the motion of 
pa r t i c l e s , i n order t o obtain Lagrangian correlations, since the motion 
transverse to the general direction of the stream v d l l bring them int o 
regions where the state of the f i e l d i s d i f f e r e n t . 
I t should not be forgotten that there are many more cases of turbu-
lence apart from the two mentioned, several of v/hich likewise are of technical 
-ko» 
importance; f o r instance, the problem of mixing. Suppose that i n a closed 
space a f l u i d i s at res t ; a certain motion i s introduced t y s t i r r i n g , e t c . 
How s h a l l one obtain a complete mixing of the f l u i d i n such a way tl i a t 
admixtvires introduced l o c a l l y w i l l become di s t r i b u t e d evenly over the 
whole mass? One may consider either continued s t i r r i n g , or an i n i t i a l 
period of s t i r r i n g , a f t e r which the f i e l d i s l e f t to i t s e l f . I n such a 
case the motions do not d i r e c t l y i n t e r e s t us, except i n so f a r as i t 
costs energy to produce them; what i s of p r a c t i c a l i n t e r e s t i s the dis-
t r i b u t i o n of admixed material. I n the case of an ele c t r o l y t e added to 
the Yirater, measurement of the e l e c t r i c conductivity as a function of the 
time at a nimiber of spots can give a picture of the degree of homogeneity 
obtained and of the time needed f o r obtaining i t . 
The mathematical problem appearing here has some resemblance to 
the so-called ergodic problem. Can one expect that a given element of the 
f l u i d v d l l follow apath \Mhich w i l l p r a c t i c a l l y bring i t t o every region o 
the f i e l d ? To make the problem more precise, we consider the motion of 
p a r t i c l e of the same density as the f l u i d ; f u r t h e r , we divide up the f j 
i n t o c e l l s of equal volume cu and ask whether the p a r t i c l e w i l l ultim? 
pass tiirough a l l these c e l l s or whether there v d l l be a preference fc 
certain group of c e l l s , whereas others perhaps might not be reached, 
only very infrequently. The volume given to the c e l l s w i l l influer 
r e s u l t ; (technical points of view may sometimes determine a conver 
size, not too small). 
YiHien, instead of the p a r t i c l e , vre consider some dissol 
d i f f u s i n g substance, ordinary d i f f u s i o n or perhaps small-scale 'nee 
may ultimately bring about homogeneity. 
This tjrpe of problem brings us s t i l l further from ' . of 
the Eulerian correlations than the Lagrangian correlation ' d d — 
the more so since the quasi-ergodic problem presents itse" i l y w i t h 
f i e l d s which, i n the main, are stationary, but also with /hich 
gradually damp out. Since large scale eddies may have ' times, 
they could promote mixing e f f i c i e n t l y perhaps long a f t the oion had 
been i n i t i a t e d . 
26, physical Interpretation of the Relation between the Spectrimi 
and the Correlation Function. I n deducing Eq. (3), Section 17, f o r the 
spectral function p ( k ) giving the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the energy of the 
harmonic components of the f i e l d , we made use of a mathematical a,rtifice 
i n order to go around certain d i f f i c u l t i e s connected m t h Fourier i n t e -
grals. I t may be useful t o consider the experimental determination of 
the spectrum i n order to see why a similar d i f f i c u l t y i s not encountered 
there. Vfe take the case of a function of the time, since t h i s i s the 
more common problem, -vtiich can be handled much more easily than would be 
the case w i t h the s p a t i a l spectrum of a function of the coordinates. The 
simplest example refers t o the v e l o c i t y u ( t ) as measured with the ai d of 
a ho1>-wire anemometer at a f i x e d point of the f i e l d . 
The e l e c t r i c a l signal obtained from the hot-mre anemometer, 
af t e r having been amplified, i s passed through an e l e c t r i c f i l t e r , ad-
justed so as to transmit only frequencies vd.thin a band of l i m i t e d width. 
The transmitted signal can be applied to a thermo-cross, by means of which 
i t s mean square can be found. Now an e l e c t r i c f i l t e r i s a combination of 
inductances, capacities, and resistances. With the incoming e l e c t r i c 
signal u ( t ) , we s h a l l w r i t e w(t) for the outgoing signal. The r e l a t i o n 
between them can be calculated from the c i r c u i t and i s usually expressed 
by means of a d i f f e r e n t i a l equation; fo r instance: 
2 
d w , o dw , /,\ 2 du 
dt"^ dt dt 
where oO , p and a are quantities depending on the c i r c u i t . I t has been 
supposed that the incoming signal operates through induction, so that what 
r e a l l y comes i n i s i t s time derivative. 
I n the particular case where the incoming signal would be a pure 
harmonic wave: ^ , 
i n t 
u ( t ) = A e 
we f i n d : 
A i n t lanA e 
w = — 
(w2_ n^) + 2ipnu) 
-i|2-
Hence, i f p i s small (actually we take p to be small compared vdth u n i t y ) , 
the only frequencies which are transmitted through the f i l t e r are those 
which d i f f e r only s l i g h t l y from u) . Yle can say that oj determines the 
center of the band of frequencies iihich can pass through the f i l t e r , while 
the band va dth appears t o be proportional to p 6L/ • I f we take n = <A) , 
the expression reduces t o : 
a , 
w = — A e 
Hence i n order t o have a constant scale f a c t o r , one must make a proportional 
to U) , 
Wien an a r b i t r a r y time function u ( t ) i s used as incoming signal, 
the outgoing signal i s given by the i n t e g r a l : 
dt^ u ( t ~ \) e cos(tó t ^ "\^ 1 - p + e ) , 
where C i s defined by s i n €. = p. We use t h i s i n t e g r a l t o calculate the 
mean value of v/(t) w ( t + T ) , which i s a correlation fuinction f o r the out-
going signal. The r e s u l t i s given by: 
X - p* 
CO CO 
r r 
w ( t ) w ( t + T ; ) ^ — 5 — ^ \ d t \ d t u ( t - t ) u ( t + T - t ) . 
- p u j ( t + t ) , 2 r " 2 
• e A <^  cos(<>^ t^ -'*^  1-p + e) cos(ojt2-\ l-p'+C 
v;hich can be transformed by introducing 6 = t ^ + t ^ and S - t g - t ^ as 
new variables. The following expression i s obtained: 
00 
" ^ t ) w(t+T:) = ' • \ dS{^^i^ + ó)^ S2(T-<Sj|e cos(0)6^/1-^+ ^ ) 
0 
v/here S„(fir) ~ u ( t ) u ( t + T ) , that i s the Eulerian tjine correlation f o r 
-h3~ 
•u(t) at. a f i x e d point of space, as considered before i n section 11, I n 
t h i s way the correlation fimction f o r the outgoing signal w has been ex-
pressed by means of a correlation function f o r the incoming signal, 
27. We can make the following use of t h i s r e s u l t . We f i r s t take 
T = 0, so that on the l e f t hand side we obtain the mean square value of 
w, which can be measured d i r e c t l y with the a i d of a thermo-cross. I f p 
i s so small that cos C = \ / l - p^ = 1, we f i n d : 
00 
9 2 r -p<^5 
= \ d5 S-(6) e cos(w5+ ) . 
2pwJ 
o 
The i n t e g r a l appearing here i s related to integrals considei'ed before. I n 
section 18 we wrote: 
00 
SgC-c ) ~ ^ dU) p''^OJ) cos T:. 
o 
the inversion of which i s : 
00 
2 r 
p"(OJ) = — j dT S^CT;) cosUJ T . 
TT g 
I t was stated that p " ( o J ) gives the energy spectrum with reference t o 
frequencies i n time. We now w r i t e : 
CO 
r -PU;T 
r ^ ( ^ j ) =: \ dT S2(T) e COS/^JTj 
O 
00 
^ r -p6ot 
l-j-jCtAj) = A dor SgCt) e sxnfjjx. 
-Uk-
For p < < 1, w i l l d i f f e r only s l i g h t l y from p so long as U) i s 
not so large that pcox w i l l become comparable to 1 i n the range where 
S^CT ) has not yet dropped to zero. Usually one may expect that P -j-j 
w i l l be smaller than p ^ . I f one now arranges the c i r c u i t so that a i s 
proportional to OjyJ~p, we f i n d : 
w2 ^ (const, f a c t o r ) . | p ^ ( o o ) - p ^ j j C ^ ) j -
I n t h i s way we see th a t , provided the f i l t e r i s s u f f i c i e n t l y selective and 
i t s scale factor i s appropriately regulated, the mean square amplitude of 
the outgoing signal i s nearly proportional t o the spectral i n t e n s i t y 
The signal transmitted by the f i l t e r i s approximately a harmonic 
function of the time with frequency 60 . This i s seen i f we consider the 
corr e l a t i o n w(t) w(t +T ) for a large value of T, conveniently chosen 
^ a l l 
so that S^{'J:+5) = 0 for/.6 > 0. We then obtain: 
w(t) w ( t + T ) '= — ^ e j p___(óJ) cos ( T + £) - P„r(^-^) sxniCA) T + fe 
2poj p -^"-^  ^ -^ ^ 
where: 
-p W r 
(oo) = -±- \ d-u S ( T ) e s i n u) T , 
^ IV ^ '^ ^ - 7 j "2 
- 00 
For s u f f i c i e n t l y small p we may usually expect that P" p 
Y/hile P .^y. w i l l be small of order p. 
We thus see that w shows a nearly periodic correlation, w i t h 
frequency C^) , gradually damped out through the factor e"-^  ^ '^  ^  , 
Since we did not make any supposition about the character of the 
signal 'u(t), apart from assuming that i t s correlation function S^{x ) w i l l 
become zero for x exceeding a certaaxi l i m i t ( t h i s i s necessary i n order 
to make the integrals f o r p ^ . j . ^ and p convergent), we may say that 
the f i l t e r produced an almost periodic signal w ( t ) , m t h frequency OJ 
determined by the properties of the c i r c u i t . 
These considerations may give aiother proof of the fundamental 
natui^e of the correlation function. They show, moreover, that the problem 
whether the incoming signal u ( t ) should be considered as a superposition 
of an i n f i n i t e number of harmonic components or as an a r b i t r a r y i r r e g u l a r 
function, i s rather i r r e l e v a n t . 
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Lecture Note 
Chapter V Prof. Burger 
PROBLEMS OF TURBULENT SPREADING OF PARTICLES, 
OF HEAT, AND OP MOMENTUM 
28. Spreading of Fartioleso Yüien " p a r t i c l e s " were considered i n 
the preceding chapters, we assumed then to have the same density as the 
f l u i d and to be so small that t h e i r motion would give a satisfactory 
pioture of the motion of elements of volume of the f l u i d . Spreading due 
to random motions could then be described by introducing the Lagrangian 
ooïTelation for the v e l o c i t y of these elements. 
TiTe now pass to pa r t i c l e s w i t h a density d i f f e r e n t from that of 
the f l u i d . T^ To phenomena present themselves. In the case of a f i e l d 
extending i n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n , the particles w i l l obtain a proper 
motion through gravity, either f a l l i n g v/hen t h e i r density exceeds that 
of the f l u i d , or r i s i n g i n the opposite case. Second, the p a r t i c l e s 
w i l l not exactly follow the variations of the motion of the elements of 
volume i n which they f i n d themselves; a r e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y appears and i t 
is necessary to give attention to the forces which the particles experi-
ence from the surrounding f l u i d , and conversely, to the reaction of the 
particles on the f l u i d . 
The force experienced by a p a r t i c l e depends: on the difference 
i n v e l o c i t y betv/een the p a r t i c l e and the surrounding f l u i d , on i t s size, 
i t s shape, i t s position v/ith respect to the vector of the r e l a t i v e ve-
l o c i t y , and on the density and the v i s c o s i t y of the f l u i d ; moreover, 
when the motion is variable i n time, the accelerations (both of the f l u i d 
and of the p a r t i c l e ) enter into the formulas, and an exact description 
may require data re f e r r i n g to the previous history of the motion. 
I t is only i n the case of a spherical p a r t i c l e and for Reynolds 
numbers, small i n comparison v/ith unity, that an equation has been given 
expressing the resistance i n function of these variables (Basset, 
Boussinesq, Oseen; we refer to C. M. Tchen, Mean value and correlation 
problems connected with the motion of small pa r t i c l e s suspended i n a 
turbulent f l u i d , Thesis D e l f t , 1947, Chapter 4 ) . This equation can be 
integrated i f the motion of the f l u i d surrounding the p a r t i c l e i s known 
as a function of time. 
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Tchen arrived at the follov/ing r e s u l t s : ( l ) i f the Reynolds 
number i s small compa,red w i t h unity, a constant v e l o c i t y (either of f a l l 
or of r i s e ) due to gravity acting on the difference i n density, can be 
separated from the rest of the motion; (2) i f we eliminate the motion 
produced by gravity, by deducting i t s constant ve l o c i t y from the actual 
v e l o c i t y of the p a r t i c l e so that there remains only the random part of 
t h i s v e l o c i t y , i t is found th8.t the i n t e g r a l of the correlation function 
for the random vel o c i t y component w(t) i n a given direction 
CO 
is equal to the integral of the correlation function for the v e l o c i t y 
component ( i n the same direction) of the random motion of the f l u i d sur-
rounding the p a r t i c l e . Since the integral of the correlation function, 
according to the equations of section 10, determines the rate of spread-
ing of a cloud of p a r t i c l e s , t h i s r e s u l t links the spreading of the 
particles to correlations existing i n the motion of the f l u i d . 
ing the p a r t i c l e , however, i s not the same as the Lagrangian correlation 
for the motion of an element of volume of the f l u i d , since, as has been 
observed, a p a r t i c l e does not exactly follow the motion of an element of 
volume. In general the p a r t i c l e w i l l lag behind the motion of the element 
and i t s mean square ve l o c i t y w i l l be smaller than that of the element. 
I f the element i s of large size, compared with the wanderings of the p a r t i -
cle r e l a t i v e to the center of the element, the p a r t i c l e on the Virhole may re~ 
main w i t h i n the element; i n that case the correlation for the f l u i d 
surrounding the p a r t i c l e w i l l be p r a c t i c a l l y i d e n t i c a l with the Lagrangian 
correlation for the element. However, i f the p a r t i c l e often passes out 
of the element and penetrates into a neighboring one having a d i f f e r e n t 
v e l o c i t y , vre must expect that the correlation for the motion of the f l u i d 
surrounding the p a r t i c l e w i l l be smaller than the Lagrangian correlation 
for a single element. 
29. There exists at ^ fpresent no method for calculating exactly the 
effect of the passage of a p a r t i c l e from one element of volume into 
o 
The correlation function for the motion of the f l u i d surround-
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another one on the correlation function for the partiele» The pioture 
which we have used, of more or less well defined elements of Tolume of 
the f l u i d , each having a movement of i t s own, is already an approximation» 
Although i t helps to visualize what i s happening, we m.ust not forget that 
elements of volume change form and that at t h e i r boundaries there are 
t r a n s i t i o n regions between the motions of adjacent elements. Hence super-
posed on v/hat we have considered as "the motion of the element" there are 
disturbing small scale motions; and i f a p a r t i c l e comes near to a t r a n s i -
t i o n region, i t may be caught by these small scale motions. There are, 
consequently, a number of effects d i f f i c u l t to define, which can bring 
about the passage of a p a r t i c l e from a given element of volume into a 
neighboring one. In view of t h e i r random character, t o a certain extent 
these effects can be described as a process of d i f f u s i o n . In the case 
of very small p a r t i c l e s , d i f f u s i o n produced by molecular motions (as 
described by the classical physical concept of d i f f u s i o n ) must likewise 
be taken in t o account. 
In view of t h i s s i t u a t i o n a d i f f e r e n t method of treatment has 
been developed which i s applicable when we consider not the motions of 
a few selected p a r t i c l e s , but the behavior of a large number of particles 
and wish t o investigate the effect of random turbulent iuoveiaoxita on t h e i r 
spreading, 
We again make use of the picture of more or less individualized 
elements of volume of the f l u i d which are constantly being shuffled about 
i n consequence of the turbulence. We suppose that the f l u i d contains a 
large number of particles of id e n t i c a l nature, and denote by n the 
number of particles per quit of volume of the f l u i d (actually: volume of 
the medium consisting of the f l u i d plus the particles embedded i n i t ) . 
This number may be d i f f e r e n t for the various elements of volume, and f o r 
every element i t can be a function of the time. 
I f the particles are a l l similar and are s u f f i c i e n t l y small 
i n order that -we may use linear equations for t h e i r motion, they w i l l 
obtain a constant v e l o c i t y of f a l l (or r i s e ) under the influence of 
gravity, to be denoted by V , According to Tchen's result quoted before, 
t h i s constant motion can be separated from the random motions, I f the 
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particles are of d i f f e r e n t sizes and shapes, the various types may have 
d i f f e r e n t v e l o c i t i e s of f a l l and must be treated separately; we w i l l 
keep, however, to the supposition of uniformity» 
We consider a horizontal plane PP, at a given le v e l z, i n the 
f i e l d . At a certain instant t , t h i s plane w i l l cut through a number of 
elements of volume. Let us indicate the areas of the intersections by 
o j ^ . I f we knoviT the p a r t i c l e density n^, for each element of volume, 
the mean p a r t i c l e density over the horizontal plane PP 
w i l l be given by the sum Sw^n^, taken over unit area of PP. This can 
be w i t t e n as n, where the bar over n denotes the mean value over the plane 
PP. Since gravity gives a v e r t i c a l v e l o c i t y of f a l l V to every p a r t i c l e , 
s 
there w i l l be a current of par t i c l e s dovmv;ard through the plane PP, of 
i n t e n s i t y V n per unit area and i n unit time, 
s 
Superposed on t h i s regular downward motion is the effect of the 
random motions<« I f the elements at the instant considered have v e r t i c a l 
v e l o c i t i e s w^  (positive i f directed upward), there m i l be an aggregate 
upward transport of particles amounting to 
S^fO^ n^ w^  = n w 
per unit area and i n unit time. We must f i n d out how t h i s transport 
through random motions can be related to quantities characterizing the 
average d i s t r i b u t i o n of the particles over the f i e l d and the i n t e n s i t y 
of the turbulence. 
30. For t h i s purpose i t i s necessary to give a t t e n t i o n to the 
exchange of particles between adjacent elements of volume. This exchange 
w i l l influence the value of n f o r an element, i f the average p a r t i c l e 
density i n the surrounding elements is d i f f e r e n t . Let us denote t h i s 
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average "surrounding p a r t i c l e density" by n*« The rate of change of n 
due to exchange of p a r t i c l e s , w i t h a certain degree of approximation, 
can be put proportional to n -n, as follows 5 
d n . / * \ 
= \ (n -n ) , 
d t ^ 
Here i s a coef f i c i e n t depending on a number of unlcnown factors, 
amongst which play a part the dimensions of the element considered and 
the i n t e n s i t y of the small scale motions (eventually including classical 
d i f f u s i o n due to molecular e f f e c t s ) . The factor maybe d i f f e r e n t f o r 
elements of d i f f e r e n t size, but i f we c l a s s i f y the elements we may sup-
pose that \^ w i l l have approximately the same value f o r elements of 
equal size. A general average can then be taken at a l a t e r stage of 
the calculations . 
We had already introduced the average value n of the p a r t i c l e 
density over the plang PP, which the element we are considering i s j u s t 
crossing. This general average value need not be the same as n . The 
two .quantities, hovrever, cannot d i f f e r much. The average over the 
plane PP includes a contribution from the element under consideration 
(with density n ) , a large contribution from i t s surroundings (with density 
n ) and a contribution from further elements. I t seems possible under 
these circumstances to w r i t e : 
n = an* + ( i - a) n, 
where a i s a coefficient probably not d i f f e r i n g much from u n i t y . We 
can then transform the expression for dn/dt i n t o : 
(1) ^ « K ( n - n ) , 
dt 
where \ = \^/a i s a new c o e f f i c i e n t , which henceforth w i l l be used 
instead of \^. I t can be roughly assumed that \ i s inversely pro-
portional to the square of the diameter of the element. 
Equation ( l ) can be used to f i n d how the p a r t i c l e density n i n 
the element under consideration has appeared as the result of exchanges 
with neighboring elements during i t s past h i s t o r y . The present value of 
- s i -
l l can be expressed by the i n t e g r a l of ( l ) : 
00 
(2) n = \ f dt' e" ïï(t - t ' ) 
Here n ( t - t ' ) indicates the mean value of tha p a r t i c l e density at the 
level where the element found i t s e l f at the instant t - t'o To f i n d 
t h i s p a r t i c l e density, vre assume that the average p a r t i c l e density i s 
stationary (independent of the time), and that, i n the neighborhood of 
the plana PP, i t can be considered as a linear function of z, say, 
n = C + bz. 
The level _z_ where the center of the element finds i t s e l f at the instant 
t - t ' can be found by means of an integration of the v e r t i c a l v e l o c i t y 
w of the element: 
t ' 
z = Zp - r w ( t - t " ) dt" 
o 
I t follows that the value of n for the level at which the element found 
i t s e l f at the instant t - t ' , i s given by: 
t« 
(3) ïï(t - t ' ) = (G + bZp) - b f w(t - t " ) dt" . 
31» TOien the expression (3) i s substituted into (2) we obtain: 
00 t« 
n = (C + ba ) - b \ I dt' e" f w(t - t " ) dt" 
J J 
0 0 
CO 
= (C + bZp) - b j dt' e " w ( t - t ' ) . 
The f i r s t term on the r i g h t hand side i s nothing else than the average 
p a r t i c l e densitjr n at the level of PP v/here the element finds i t s e l f at 
the instant t^; i t i s independent of the particular element of volume 
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under consideration« We may therefore write: 
CO 
(4) n-.ïï = f d t ' e" w(t - t ' ) 
where b has been replaced by dn/dzo 
We must introduce this expression i n t o the formula nw for the 
transport due to random motions. Since i n a f i e l d of homogeneous turbu-
lence the assumption of random motions entails that there i s no average 
flow, the mean value of w i t s e l f over the plane PP must be zero (incom-
p r e s s i b i l i t y being presupposed). Hence, i n determining rm, the term n 
i n (4) drops out and there remains! 
CO 
(5) "iiT = V dt' e" ^It " ^ T f T¥rbJ. 
dz J 
o 
For every value chosen for t ' the mean value w(t - t ' ) w(t7 
occurring under the i n t e g r a l sign i s taken over the plane PP; t h i s means 
i t refers t o a l l the elements of volume crossing the plane PP at the 
instant t . However, i n the case of stationary turbulent motion, t h i s 
mean value cannot d i f f e r from the mean value of w(t -' t ' ) v/(t) calculated 
for the history of a single element of volume; that i s , calculated as a 
time mean value by giving a series of values to t , keeping t ' constant. 
Hence t h i s mean value is equal to the Lagrangian correlation for the 
motion of an element of volume; consequently we shall w r i t e for i t . 
In t h i s way the expression for the transportation of part i c l e s through 
the plane PP per unit area and i n unit time can be w r i t t e n : 
00 
(5a) ^ = dt' e"''*' E^(t') , 
This can be brought into the form: 
(5b) ST = - D ^ , 
^ dz 
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where, w r i t t e n somewhat more aocvirately: 
00 ^ : : 
(5o) Dp = ^ dt' e"^^' 7;(t - t ' ) w(t) . 
•J 
0 
This quantity D i s the "turhulent d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t I n defining 
p —^^  ^ , 
the average value , we have now averaged also over various values of the 
exponential factor, since elements of volume can have d i f f e r e n t sizes and 
w i l l have d i f f e r e n t exchange coefficients \ » I t v d l l be evident that 
when the rate of exchange of particles betv/een neighboring elements on 
the whole i s slovf, so that a l l X are small, D^  w i l l p r a c t i c a l l y be given 
by the ordinary integral of the Lagrangian correlation function, as con-
sidered before i n section 10. Mien the rate of exchange is large, the 
turbulent d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t w i l l be smaller provided the correlation 
curve i s of simple type (we come back to t h i s point i n section 37)« 
These results confirm those deduced from the general reasoning of section 
28, 
The expression (5c) for D^  i s also applicable v^en,instead of 
particles carried by the f l u i d , we consider a dissolved substance» I n -
stead of the p a r t i c l e density n, v/e then better consider the concentra-
t i o n c_ (defined as mass per unit volume) of the dissolved substance. In 
t h i s case probably X v / i l l mainly depend on true molecular d i f f u s i o n . 
32, The complete expression for the strength of the current of 
p a r t i c l e s , combining the transport due to gravity v/ith that due to the 
random motions, i s : 
(6) M '= - V ÏÏ - D , 
P dz 
In the case of a stationary f i e l d M must have a constant value 
(independent of z ) , which w i l l be zero i f the boundaries of the f i e l d 
cannot be penetrated by the p a r t i c l e s . 
Vfhen the value i s not constant, the f i e l d cannot be stationary. 
The deduction given above loses somewhat of i t s a p p l i c a b i l i t y , but f o r 
slov/ rates of change . i n a f i e l d of homogeneous turbulence, we can use 
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the equation: 
(7) ^ = + D , 
^ t Z)z ^dz P -hz 
I f the turbulence is not homogeneous, the d e f i n i t i o n of the 
correlation function w ( t - t ' ) ' w(t') w i l l require adjustment and may-
d i f f e r from the Lagrangian correlatiouo I t s value v j i l l become a function 
of the level £ for which M must be obtained. Equation (7) i s replaced 
by: 
(8) ^ = + 
B t ^ d z cïz^Pö 
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33.. Reaction of t h e Particles on the Motion of the Fluid» We have 
assTuned i n the preceding calculations that gravity gives a constant ve-
l o c i t y of f a l l V to the particles (basing ourselves on the equations of 
motion for spherical particles at iow Reynolds numbers). This means that 
the extra weight of p a r t i c l e s , above that of the f l u i d displaced by them, 
is balanced by the average resistance they experience from the f l u i d . In 
t u r n they exercise a domiward force on the f l u i d , equal to the excess of 
weight, 
We can make uso of t h i s result i n w r i t i n g down an equation of 
motion f o r an element of volume of the f l u i d . Instead of r e f e r r i n g to 
the complete hydrodjmamical equations, we shall use the following simpli-
f i e d form: 
( 9 ) p = — ^  + P — g p — K pv/ 
dt dz ^ 
On the r i g h t hand side the f i r s t term represents the mean pressure gradient 
v/hich i s connected v/ith the mean density by the r e l a t i o n : 
— dp/dz = g'p , The term F has been v/ritten for the effect of randomly 
changing pressures around the element connected v/ith the turbulent motion 
of the f i e l d . (This term may include random effects of f r i c t i o n . ) -.Then 
comes the action of gravity on the element we are considering, — gp , 
F i n a l l y the term — K- pv/ has been introduced as a measure for the average 
resistance experienced by the element i n i t s motion betv/een the surround-
ing elements. This expression i s no more than an approximation. In so 
far as the resistance depends on viscosity, a formula might be derived 
from the v i s c o s i t y terms i n the Navier-Stokes equations which would lead 
to a factor proportional to the kinematical visc o s i t y of the f l u i d and 
roughly inversely proportional to the square of the diameter of the element 
The density p of an element depends on the number of particles 
per unit volume contained i n i t , or'on the mass concentration of suspended 
or dissolved material. We assume that there i s a linear r e l a t i o n between 
concentration and density so that our previous equation (4) can be re-
placed by: ^ 
(4a) p - ? = \ dt' e w(t - t ' ) . 
dz J 
This can be used to eliminate the group of terms: 
~ dp/dz - gp = - g (p - p") 
from eq.0 (9)» Since v/e then have taken s u f f i c i e n t account of the densitj'-
f l u c t u a t i o n s, we can now replace p by "p i n the terms p(dw/dt) and — fe: pw*' « 
In t h i s vr&y we arrive at an i n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t i a l equation for w. By 
means of a simple transformation i t can be reduced to the following o r d i -
nary d i f f e r e n t i a l equation of the second order: 
d^ w dw 1 /dF \ 
(10) — - + (\< + A) — + (p g +i<X) w = — - — - + A F 1 . 
dt'^ dt p \dt ^ j 
Here the l e t t e r p has been used for 
(10a) p = - i - i P . „ P) " 
p dz dz 
34,** Vfe f i r s t discard the ef f e c t of the forces F and consider the 
z 
homogeneous equation: 
2 
\ - " ^ p • \ - . \ r & • T>. / \ / «ï - w » 
dt ^ dt 
I f d p / d z = 0, which makes P = 0, that is i n the absence of any 
density gradient, the solutions of t h i s equation w i l l represent damped 
motions I, A positive value of dp/dz makes P negative, TJhon p g + l< X<0, solu-
tions appear which represent motions increasing i n time. This means that a 
sit u a t i o n i n which the density increases upwards (heavier layers on top of 
li g h t e r layers) w i l l be unstable i f the gradient exceeds a certain l i m i t . 
With a negative density gradient ( l i g h t e r layers above the heavier ones) 
*In a f l u i d heavily loaded with sediment (or with a dissolved substance), 
the increase i n density can materially af f e c t the i n e r t i a of the elements. 
The s i m p l i f i c a t i o n introduced i n the text then i s not allowed, 
**In preparing t h i s section and sections 36 - 39, great help has been 
derived from a report by i r , J.C, Schönfeld of the "Rykswaterstaat" (Govern-
ment Water Board) i n Holland, wi'ltten for a seminar on turbulence at the 
Laboratorium voor Aero- en Hydrodynamica der Technische Hogeschool, held i n 
the spring of 1950, 
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a l l solutions of (lOt) are damped; hence situations vdth negative dp/dz 
are always stable.. In the case 
4 
the solutions v d l l have a periodic character» 
Tflien the r i g h t hand side i s re-introduced, the appropriate solu-
t i o n of (lO) for the last mentioned case can be iv r i t t e n i n the form: 
CO 
( l l ) w = -L \ dt' Q~^' sin nt' (p ( t - t ' ) , 
» J 
o 
where k = i(K, + X ); n' = pg _ L^"^^ -l • ; 
4 
while <p has been used as an abbreviation for 
Much .now depends on the magnitude of K and X , I f the resistance, 
expressed by the coefficient K , would be due mainly to ordinary vis c o s i t y , 
t h i s c o e f f i c i e n t appears to be of the order of magnitude 3V/E , V being 
the kinematic visc o s i t y of the f l u i d and R a mean radius of the element. 
I f the exchange of the transported material i s exclusively due to ordinary 
molecular d i f f u s i o n , i t is generally found that A i s much smaller than K « 
When effects of small scale motions must be taken into account, the value 
is d i f f i c u l t to estimate} but i t v d l l be seen already,how much depends ou 
the size of the elements of volume which can be considered as moving more 
or less i n d i v i d u a l l y . (With large elements, complications present them-
selves which have been l e f t out of sight i n the preceding deductions; for 
instance, exchange of particles or of dissolved substance v / i l l mainly be 
limited to surface layers; further, i n determining the transport of 
material through the plane PP, considered before, we must give attention 
to the circumstance v/hether the center of the element is i n t h i s plane 
or i s at an appreciable distance above or belov/ i t . ) 
I f there i s no pre-existing turbulence, but only a s t r a t i f i e d 
system i n which the forces indicated by F v/ould have the character of 
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minor disturbing effects, a positive value of dp/dz, w i l l always bring . 
i n s t a b i l i t y . The dimensions of the elements of volume may become large, 
depending on features of th© d i s t r i b u t i o n of the small disturbances z. 
In the case of a negative dp/dz, a l l motions w i l l be damped, but there 
may appeal* motions of periodic character vnth. very small damping. 
I f turbulence i s already e x i s t i n g , the dimensions of the random-
l y moving elements of volume v d l l be mainly determined by the character 
of the turbulence. The transport phenomena can then be considered as 
secondary ef f e c t s . Hevertheless, the circumstance that eq, (lOb) leads 
to damped motions vdien dp/dz <0 indicates that loss of energy is connected 
with the transport phenomena. This can also be seen from eq. (D) i f t h i s 
equation i s mul t i p l i e d by vr and a mean value i s taken over a l l elements 
crossing the plane PPj v/e then obtain 
(12) (•i p w^) = -- gpw » K p w^' , 
dt V2 / ^ 
The l e f t hand side describes the increase of the average kineti c energy 
of the v e r t i c a l motion. The mean value -- w (dp/dz), i n v/hich dp/dz i s a 
consto.nt independent of w, drops out. The term B'^  w represents the aver-
age expenditure of energy by the f l u c t u a t i n g pressure gradients maintain-
ing the v e r t i c a l random motion. This energy must be derived from other 
forms of motion, a question to v^iich we shall give some attention l a t e r 
on, i n connection v/ith the problem of exchange of momentum. At the 
present moment t h i s quantity may be considered as given. The last term 
— 2 
of the equation, K p w , represents a loss of energy through f r i c t i o n ; 
t h i s i s part of the ordinary dissipation always to be found i n turbulent 
motion. F i n a l l y the term g pw i s the only one i n vdiich w© take into 
account the correlation between p and w. According to (4) and (5) i t 
can be w r i t t e n : 
CO ._™„^ . 
(I2a) ~ g'p;^  » g \ dt' e"^^' w(t - t O w ( t ) » - P g P D . 
dz J 
o 
For negative d"p/dz, so that p > 0, t h i s term gives the extra loss of 
energy connected w i t h the turbulent spreading of a heavy admixture. 
According to (l2a) the extra loss of energy should be less for elements 
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of very small dimensions, since for them •A w i l l he large, vvhich reduces 
th© integralo 
I t has been observed that a large negative value of dp/dz may 
favor the appearance of a more or less periodic motion of elements of 
s u f f i c i e n t size. I f such motions appear, they may influence the form 
of the correlation; curve. We come back to t h i s i n section 37» 
35, Transport of Heat. The transport of heat depends on turbulence 
i n much the same v/ay as the transport of p a r t i c l e s , etc,, but certain 
details require separate consideration. 
In the f i r s t place, temperature changes produce changes i n 
density and thus affect the volume of the randomly moving elements. 
Although the change of voluiue i s small, accoimt of i t must be taken i n 
calculating the amount of vrork done i n transporting elements of volume 
i n a f i e l d v/ith a temperature gradient. We, therefore, introduce the, 
density . p of the element, and obtain an aggregate transport of mass 
through our plan© PPs ^ ^± ^ ± ° '^ ^^  present case, although 
th© elements of volume may exchange heat and thus change t h e i r density, 
v/e can assume that there i s no r e s u l t i n g transport of matter. This has 
the consequence that the condition w =< 0, v/hich v/e could use for incom-
pressible motion, must nov/ be replaced by pw >= 0, 
I f the temperature of an element of volume i s T, the transport 
of heat, per unit area and i n unit time, is given by: 
,. p. w. C T. « C p i r T , 
'/jf ^ J i ' ^ i i V i V ' 
C.^  bej-Ug the specific heat at constant volume. At the same time, v/ork i s 
done by the pressure to the amount: 
E Pi i = I . C4. Pj_ T. = R F w T i 
R here being th© gas constant, so that p » RpT, Hence the t o t a l transport 
of energy is given by: 
(13) Q « Gp -p w T' , 
where a C^  + R i s the specific heat at constant pressure. 
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Further, the temperature of an element of volume, during i t s 
random movement, does not only change through conduction but also i n 
consequence of expansion or contraction as i t comes into regions of d i f -
ferent pressure. There w i l l be a systematic effect connected v/ith the 
mean pressure gradient i n the f i e l d , which i t s e l f is connected v/ith 
g r a v i t y . Applying Poisson's lav/, v/e f i n d a rate of change of temperature 
f o r an element of volume possessing the v e r t i c a l v e l o c i t y ws 
/ dT\ Y - 1 ? dp Y - 1 ^ 
. j a _ i i.AY/--^ = ~ V/ g P-^  - r W , \ dt/„ . r "h dz Y "h 
'Poisson ' r I r 
1 £ 
Here y = C^ /C^ , while P = "^"^^ ^ 0 so-called adiabatic lapse 
rate of the temperature. I t should be noted that i f we had investigated 
heat transport i h a horizontal d i r e c t i o n , i n a f i e l d which does not shov/ 
a mean pressure gradient i n the dir e c t i o n v/e are considering, P must be 
replaced by zero» - Adding t h i s to the rate of change by conduction of 
heat from an element to i t s surroundings, or inversely, f o r v/hich we 
again v / i l l make use of a coefficient A , v/e obtain: 
(14) ^1 . X ( T - T ) - r w + ^  0 
dt 
An extra term \j/ has been introduced, v/hich can be used i f there are other 
effects influencing the temperature, f o r instance radiation or condensa-
t i o n phenomena, YJlien there i s no need to take such effects i n t o account, 
\j/ can be omitted. 
I f we use the l e t t e r b nov/ to denote the mean temporature grad-
ie n t dl/dz, we can v/rite : 
t ' 
r ( t - t ' ) = (G + b Zp) ~ b ^  w(t - t " ) d t " 
o 
for the mean temperature at the level v/here our element of volume found 
i t s e l f at the instant t — t ' . With the aid of t h i s formula, the integral 
of (14) can be brought into the form: 
( I S ) T - T =-(b + r ) J d t ' e"^*' w ( t - . t ' ) + ^ d > s ' o " ' ^ ^ ' \ | / ( t - t ' ) , 
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T here denoting the mean temperature at the level whore the element finds 
i t s e l f at the instant t_, ioe», at the plane PP. The transport of energy 
across t h i s plane, per un i t area and i n unit time, now becomess 
CO ^ 00 ^ 
(16) Q =-(b +r)CpP V d t ' e"^"^'w(t-t)) w ( t ) + CpP ^ d t ' e*^ '^ ' \ i / ( t - t ' ) w ( t ) , 
^ Ü 
O O 
I n the expressions for the averages we have taken apart the mean density 
p since the inaccuracy introduced in. t h i s v/ay can be neglected. 
I f We leave aside the effects included under the term i t w i l l 
be seen that the heat transport i n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n depends on the 
factor b + P » I t vanishes v;hen the mean temperature gradient 
b = dl/dz = -• P , that i s , when the temperature decreases according to 
the adiabatic lapse r a t e . The so-called po t e n t i a l temperature then is 
constant i n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n . 
An interesting feature may be connected with the term\j/. Since 
the temperature of the element influences i t s density and thus i t s buoy-
ancy wi t h respect to the surrounding elements, xj; can have influence on 
the motion and a correlation between and vr is possible. This can have 
the e f f e c t that b + P sometimes must have a small positive value to 
make Q vanish. 
365 Transfer of Momentujn i n a S t r a t i f i e d Turbulent Flow. U n t i l 
thus far the random motions v/e have been considering were i n the v e r t i c a l 
d i r e c t i o n . Reference to turbulent motions i n other directions has been 
made only i n so far as the pressure force P i n eq. (9) might depend on 
z 
them. 
I f we have to do vdth a s t r a t i f i e d turbulent flow, i n vdiioh the 
mean v e l o c i t y of flow i s a function of £, the v e r t i c a l motion of the 
elements of volume v d l l bring about a transfer of horizontal momentum* 
In p r i n c i p l e , similar relations are effective i n t h i s phenomenon as have 
been considered i n the preceding sections. The quantity transported i s 
the horizontal momentum component ( i n the d i r e c t i o n of the mean f l o w ) . 
We, therefore, need an equation describing how the horizontal v e l o c i t y 
i s influenced by the motion of the surrounding elemeiits. For t h i s we 
use! 
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( I T ) P — = P - . K p ( u - u ) , 
dt ^ 
In t h i s equation, where attention i s not directed to the transportation 
of foreign material or of heat, the mean density can be used. The term 
F , which i s similar to F occurring i n eq. (9), represents the effect 
of pressures giving a resultant i n the horizontal d i r e c t i o n , while « 
again has been used to describe the resistance experienced by the h o r i -
zontal motion. The mean v e l o c i t y of flow i n the horizontal direction u 
(often w r i t t e n U ) i s a function of z. 
I f we write dïï/dz = U ', the int e g r a l of ( l 7 ) becomes: 
00 00 
u ^  Ü ^ - U ' J dt' e"^'^' w ( t - t ' ) -f r - J ^ ^ ' Q " ^ ^ ' • 
o o 
The transfer of momentum i s now given by: 
CO CO 
(18) p u w = - p U ' \ dt' e"'^"'^\T(t-t') w(t) + ( dt' e"^'^' P ( t - t ' ) w ( t ) 
I t is generally assumed that there is no correlation between w and and 
the l a s t term can be l e f t out , 
The transfer of momentum can be described as a shearing stress 
acting on the mean f i e l d of flow. The stress i s o r d i n a r i l y defined with 
the opposite sign, so that: 
CO 
(18a) u = - p u w = P U' \ dt' e'^ ''^ ' w(t - t ' ) w ( t ) 
UC2r \ 
37, Vfe have now obtained three transfer c o e f f i c i e n t s : 
CO 
( I ) Dp = ^ dt' e"^^' w(t - t ' ) w(t) 
o 
l^compare eq. (5c) for p a r t i c l e s , w i t h X r e f e r r i n g to p a r t i c l e exchange 
between neigliboring elements; 
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co 
( I I ) O, p C D = C p f dt' e " w ( t - t ' ) v/(t) 
P ^ P J 
_compare eq, ( l 6 ) for heat, with \ r e f e r r i n g to heat conduction between 
neighboring elements; 
CO 
( I I I ) " P \ = P r dt' e"W*' w(t - t ' ) w ( t ) 
compare eq, (l8) for momentum K re f e r r i n g t o the resistance experienced 
by an element i n i t s horizontal motion. A l l expressions depend on the 
same correlation i n the "vertical motion of the elements, but the expo-
nential factors are d i f f e r e n t . I f the exponential factor is omitted 
altogether, we arrive at 
6Ö 
(IV) D = dt« w(t - t ' ) w(t) , 
which is equal to the co e f f i c i e n t of turbulent spreading f o r particles 
completely following the motion of the elements of volume, as discussed 
i n section 10 (Chapter I I ) <, 
Comparing and D^ , i f we can assume K > X> as i s the case 
when the exchange of material between elements of volume i s due to 
molecular d i f f u s i o n only, one can expect that i n general 
D / D , 
m ^ p ' 
provided the correlation curve i s of simple shape (R^ ^ decreasing from i t s 
maximum to zero Tdthout change of sign). However, i f , i n the case of a 
large density gradient there are an important number of elements of 
volume w i t h a (damped) periodic motion, there seems to be a p o s s i b i l i t y 
f o r R. to be of the form: 
w R 
w 
t ' or T 
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In suoh a case i t i s possible that 
D •> D 
m y p 
for particular values of K , even i f K » 
Measurements by J.P. Jacobsen i n the Danish Waters (Rapports et 
Proc, Verbaux des Reunions du Conseil Permanent pour 1'Exploration de l a 
Mer, v o l . 6 4 , p, 5 9 , 1 9 3 0 ) have shown that suoh cases are found i n nature, 
although cases with D^  < D^  are found more coirjiionly. 
The investigations made by Dr. V, Vanoni, "Transportation of 
Suspended Sediment i n Water", Trans, Amer, Soo. C i v i l Engineers, 1 1 1 , 
p. 6 7 - 1 3 3 , 1 9 4 6 , likevdse have given oases where D^  can be either larger 
or smaller than D . I t was found that for f i n e material D tended to be 
m p 
larger than D^ , which i s i n accordance with the f i r s t case mentioned above, 
so that we are led to assume that xvith fine sediraent k > X « With coarser 
sediment the opposite r e l a t i o n was obtained, I would suppose that i n t h i s 
case the explanation must not be sought i n the appearance of periodic 
motions, but rather i n an increased tendenc;^ of coarse p a r t i c l e s to escape 
from elements of volume to neighboring ones, ?rhich might make the factor 
A for them to be much larger than the coefficient K . 
"2 D V.n~..^.^ «T— — « _ j — „ r»j _ T J _ .r* . — j .t-u « 
xa 
v e l o c i t y gradient du/dz «= U ' , the energy transmitted to the turbulent 
motions per unit volume and i n unit time i s : 
( 1 9 ) U ' T = P D ( U ' ) ^ 
xs m ^ 
This energy is derived from the work done by the exterior forces drivin g 
the f l u i d , for instance i n the case of flow through a tube from the 
longitudinal pressure drop, and i n the case of an inclined canal from 
gravi t y . I t i s f i n a l l y spent through f r i c t i o n i n the turbulent motion. 
I f there i s a negative density gradient, vrork w i l l also be spent as a 
consequence of turbulent mixing. According to ( l 2 a ) , t h i s l a t t e r ^vork i s 
given by: p g p D , Hence vre may write as a general expression for the 
energy balance: 
( 2 0 ) U ' T = "p D ( U ' ) B B g p" D + vrork l o s t through viscous 
XZ xn. p 
f r i c t i o n . Since the work l o s t through viscous f r i c t i o n necessarily is 
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positive, W9 must have: 
(21) D/Dp > r , 
%vhere r has been v/ritten for the dimensionless parameter: 
(21a) r - P&/(U')^ 
which v/as f i r s t introduced by L.F. Richardson, Proc. Roy. Soc. London, 
A, 97_, p. 30<li 1930. I f r i s too large, so that t h i s inequality can-
not be s a t i s f i e d , turbulence m i l be impossible; t h i s again explains tha 
s t a b i l i z i n g e f f e c t of large negative density gradients. 
The inequality (21) has been given i n that form, by G-.I. Taylor 
(Rapp. et Proc. Verb, des Reunions du Conseil Permanent Intern, pour 
1'Exploration de l a Mer, Vol. _7£, p, 35, 1931), In former work i t had 
been t a c i t l y assumed that D and v/ould always be equal, so that the 
c r i t i c a l value of r_ would be u n i t y . Measurements by J.P, Jacobsen proved 
that values of _r much above unity are v/ell compatible v/ith turbulence. 
From simultaneous measurements of the v e l o c i t y and the salt d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
data could be obtained making possible the calculation of and D^ , and 
which showed t h a t on the whole the r e l a t i o n ( 2 l ) i s s a t i s f i e d . (Compare 
e.g., S, Goldstein, Recent Developments i n Fluid %namics, Oxford, 1938, 
VUJ, , X , p e CCVCOC j •> 
39. As regards the work spent i n viscous f r i c t i o n , l e t us s t i l l 
w r i t e dov/n an approximate equation for the movements i n the transverse 
d i r e c t i o n , which thus f a r have not been considered: 
(22) p « F _K p V 
dt y 
This equation has been constructed on the same principles as those used 
for u and w. 
For a stationary turbulent f i e l d , we can write dov/n the 
energy balance i n the follov/ing way: 
(23) p" D (U')^ = B g p D - ( F ^ + P~v + F~w) + p K (uf + v^ + w^) 
m p ^ X I y z < 
The pressure forces P_^, F , F^ w i l l be coupled. I t can be ex-
pected that they only serve to transmit energy from one type of motion 
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(say from tho horizontal motion) to the other types (motions i n the d i -
rections of y and z ) . We may expect, therefore, that 
P U.+ F~v + F~w = 0 
X • y z 
The energy balance then reduces t o ; 
(24) p (ïï')^  « P g P Dp + P K (u^ + + w^) „ 
I t expresses that a l l energy derived from the main motion with i t s v e l o c i t y 
gradient U', i s spent, p a r t l y i n overcoming gravity ( i n so f a r as foreign 
material i s carried), p a r t l y i n viscous f r i c t i o n . 
40o Note on the Concept of l.Iixing Length. - The expressions f o r D , 
D and D considered i n section 37 have the dimensions (velocity) «(time), 
q m 
which i s equivalent to (velocity)»(length). In many considerations on the 
processes of exchange of momentum and of mixing, they are replaced by the 
mean value of the product of the v e l o c i t y component w(t) ^the v e l o c i t y of 
the element of volume when i t crosses the level PP] into a length J^,. , 
which i s considered to represent the distance travelled by the element 
since the instant when i t made i t s e l f free of i t s surroundings for the 
las t time before coming to PP. This distance i s often called the "free 
path," i n reminiscence of a similar quantity occurring i n the k i n e t i c theory 
of gages. I t i s then assumed that the element brings w i t h i t the value of 
the mean horizontal v e l o c i t y , or the mean concentration of matter, or the 
mean temperature as found at the level Zp — ^ . 
Formally there i s no objection to w r i t i n g , eog,; 
00 
^ = T dt' e" %'/(t - t ' ) 
i 
o 
which makes i t possible to write 
But t h i s way of w r i t i n g somev/hat obscures the circumstance that the expo-
nential function i n the expressions for D , D and D v d l l be d i f f e r e n t , 
p' q ra 
The concept of an element of volume, making i t s e l f completely free out 
of surroundings i n v/hich u n t i l that instant i t had been caught, i s mora 
- 6 7 -
crude and i s less adaptable than the idea of a gradual exchange.. In 
mixture length theory very often the same length i s used for a l l cases 
and, consequently, i t i s often assumed that the three transfer coef-
f i c i e n t s have the same value. This would make i t possible, for instance, 
to make calculations on heat transfer when the magnitude of the momentum 
transfer could be obtained from considerations on the force equilibriumo 
D i f f i c u l t i e s , however, have been encountered i n i n t e r p r e t i n g certain 
observational results concerning simultaneous momentum and heat transfer. 
This has led to an investigation into the problem v/hether i n some cases 
instead of transfer of momentum (that i s , of vel o c i t y ) one should not 
rather consider transfer of vorticitj»-. We come back to t h i s point i n 
section 47, 
-68- Lecture Notes 
Prof» Burgers 
Chapter VI 
PEATUFiES OF THE NA VEER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
Al« The Re^molds' Stresses. li?hat yje have done i n the preceding 
chapter can be described as the calculation of certain Eulerian mean 
values from the Lagrangian correlation for the velocity of an element 
of volume. These Eulerian mean values: 
nw (eq, 5) I pv/ (eq, 12a); pwT (eqs. 13 and 16) j uw (eqs, 1Ö or l8a) 
has been defined as mean values taken over a plane PP, at a d e f i n i t e i n -
stant of time. I n a stationary f i e l d they w i l l be independent of the 
time and can also be defined as time mean values taken at a given point» 
The Calculation was possible i n consequence of the par t i c u l a r situation 
we had considered: i n the f i e l d there vras present a certain gradient 
either of concentration, or of temperature, of or horizontal velocity, 
which gradient v/as maintained a l l the time; we could then f i n d out how 
elements of volume during t h e i r wanderings over t h i s f i e l d , pick up 
either foreign matter, or heat, or momentum. 
The Eulerian mean values come to the foreground v/hen we apply the 
Navier-Stokes equations to deduce lav/s f o r the main flov/. I n the present 
chapter v;e v d l l investigate some of the features of these equations, Wa 
r e s t r i c t to momentum transfer, since t l i i s forms the most important prob-
lem. 
The Navier-Stokes equations for the motion of a f l u i d of constant 
density have the .following form: 
(2) ... ^u. _ 
For convenience the coordinates have been denoted by x^, x^j x ^ l the 
components of the velocity by u^, u^^ "^y where repeated indices occur, 
i t i s understood that a summation i s carried out» 
I n v i r t u e of the equation of continuity, i t i s possible to v/rite: 
1 dx. 
u. ^ (u. u.j» 
Equations ( l ) consequently can be tr-ans-formed into 
( l a f », ( p u^ u^) + pv A u^ 
Sometimes the o r i g i n a l form of the non-linear terms i s more convenientj 
i n other cases the nev/ form has advantages. 
We v d l l assume that the f i e l d i s stationary i n the s t a t i s t i c a l 
sense, so that time mean values v d l l exist f o r any variable quantity. 
The mean values of the ve l o c i t y components v d l l be denoted by U^ , U^j 
that of the pressure by P, These four quantities are Independent of the 
time. I f the fluctuating or tur-bulent parts of the velocity components 
and of the pressure are denoted by u'^, u'^, u'.,, p', v/e sh a l l haves 
u. = U. + u'. 
I l l 
3' 
P + p' 
These expressions can be substituted i n t o eqs, ( l ) or (la) and ( 2 ) , 
vjhich lead to tho follovdng results (for s i m p l i c i t y the accents have 
been omitted a f t e r the substitution, so that a l l small l e t t e r s now i n d i -
cate turbulent q u a n t i t i e s ) : 
^ t J ^ x . , ^ x . 
u. _ + u. 
J 
ap 
a^i 
1E_ + pv A U. + pv A U. 
= 0 
We take mean values of a l l terms occurring i n these equations 
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i n order to obtain a set of equations govorning the main flow. I n t h i s 
process terras linear i n the turbulent components drop out, Tho terms of 
tho second degree i n tho turbulent components, howovox-, v j i l l not drop 
•out i n general. Wo write: 
Zk. = - p ïïnr 
The quantities so obtained arc expressions f o r the moraentura transfer duo 
to the turbulent motion. They are analogous to similar expressions used 
i n the kinet i c theory of gases for the e:q3lanation of the major part of 
the viscous forces. I n hydrodynamics they arc Imown as the Reynolds' 
stresses. 
Tho equations f o r the main flow can now bo brought i n t o tho form: 
^ j ax. ax. b x . 1 
(5) 
= 0 
I f these equations are subtracted from the f u l l equations, we are l e f t 
with a sat of equations governing the turbulent motion. They are of 
more complicated tyi^o and can be w r i t t e n : 
(6) 
(7) ^u. 
/ ,>u. ^u. ^U. \ " "^ .)(pu. u. - p u,u.) 
c ^ t 2 ^x. 0 tf)x. I ^ x , ^ x . ^ 1 
ax. 
= 0 
4,2, From equation (4) i t v d l l bo seen that tho Reynolds' stresses 
can be considered as a systom of i n t e r i o r forces, acting on tho main flov; 
i n consequence of the presence of the turbulent motion^ The component 
X, ^2 of those stresses i s tho one we already encountered i n eqs, (iS) 
and (l8a) of the preceding chapter, 
Tho equations aro greatly simplified i f we r o s t r i c t to the caso 
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whore tho moan flow i s i n tho direction of the x-axis only. I t follows 
from the equation of continuity that the v e l o c i t y component U^(for 
which wo can simply v/rite U) must bo independent of x. We s h a l l assume, 
moreover, that i t i s indopondont of y, \lo v/rito dU/dz = U' | d^/dz'^= Uil. 
I n t h i s caso we Can assume that the turbulent motion i s not only station-
ary with respect to timo, taut that, s t a t i s t i c a l l y speaking, i t v ; i l l also 
bo independent of x and y. Honco also the moan values of u, v, v/, p cal-
culated v;ith respect to x or with rospoct to y w i l l bo zero. The pres-
sure P w i l l dopend l i n e a r l y on x j c^P/^^x w i l l be a constant throughout 
tho v/holo field5 dP/^^y = 0; d'P/^ z v d l l be indopondont of x and y, 
Sinco there i s no acceleration of tho main motion, the l o f t hand 
side of eq ... becomes zero. Derivatives of the Reynolds' strüsses 
v/ith respect to x and y drop outj and X'^ = - p uv and T = - p vw 
both are zoro from reasons of symmetry. Hence v/e aro l o f t w i t h : 
(8) 
zz 
32 
where T =/p uv/ and = - pw . The second equation i s not very 
XZ • 
important. The f i r s t one shows that tho Reynolds' stress balancos 
the combined effect of the average pressure gradient and of tho viscous 
f r i c t i o n oxperiencod by tho main flow, Sinco i n a largo part of the 
f i e l d t h i s viscous f r i c t i o n i s excGedingly small, i t w i l l be evident 
that the Reynolds' stress 1^ i s the p r i n c i p a l quantity determining 
the resistance experience by tho main flow. 
One of tho major aims of turbulence theory i s to fi n d a method 
for calculating this stress d i r e c t l y from tho equations governing the 
turbulent motion (eqs, 6 and 7), takon together vdth appropriate boundary 
conditions, but without introducing assumptions on Lagrangian correla-
tions or the l i k e . 
At present the theory i s not yot developed f a r enough to make 
possible the execution of t h i s program. Nevertheless i t i s of interest 
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to give some time to an analysis of various features of the equations 
mentioned, since t h i s w i l l thx-ow l i g h t on the character of tho turbu-
lo^ib motion. Examples v d l l be given i n tho next sections* 
I n the present case equations (6) take the form: 
(9) p (^^ * } - - jj- '"2 - p ' * PV A i r 
JJ. 
p f i H + u = - I I - ^ ( PUo u. - p u„ u.) + pv Aw 
J 
-43« The Energy Equations for the^ I.Iain Flow and for. the Turbulent 
Field. 
To obtain the enera'y equation for the main flov;, i n the sivnplo 
case to which r e f e r eqs, (8), v.o multiply the f i r s t equation of (ö) by 
U| t h i s gives: 
The second and t h i r d terms on the r i g h t hand side can bo transformed 
i n t o : 
-J- \ u ( t + pvUf) \ - U' I - pv (U')^ , 
( ) 
and the equation can be r o - v r i t t e n : 
( 1 0 ) - u - 2 ^ ^ u ( r ^ . PV u.) I = u- f ^ ^ . pv (Ü. f 
The f i r s t terra on the l o f t hand side i s tho energy supplied to the 
f i e l d per unit volume and i n unit time through tho pressure gradient 
v/hich maintains the main flov;. The second term has the forra of a de-
r i v a t i v e 5 t h i s implies that i t peprosents a transfer of energy from an 
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o l o i B o n t to adjacent ones» I f xio do not consider a single olemont of 
volume, but integrate the equation over a large domain, bounded by tv/o 
planes z = constant at v/hich U i s zero, t h i s term disappears. I f U i s 
not zero at the bounding ple.nos, there can be transfer of energy to 
the flov from the outside, or inversely. But a term, having the forra of 
a derivative never represents a loss or a gain of energy i n tho i n t e r i o r 
of the f i e l d . 
On tho r i g h t hand sido v/e have f i r s t a term roprescnting v/ork 
done i n connection v.dth the Pioynolds' stress V , This same term w i l l 
turn up on the l o f t hand side of the equation of onergy for the turbu-
lent motion. I t s mea.ning i s a transfer of energy from the main motion 
to the turbulent motion. The second term on the r i g h t hand side gives 
tho onergy dissipated i n consoquence of tho action of visc o s i t y on the 
main motion. 
Honco the equation expresses that energy derived from outward 
sources i s spent, p a r t l y i n overcoming tho Reynolds' stress, p a r t l y 
through viscous dissipation i n tho main flow. Tho f i r s t part i s trans-
ferred to the turbulent motion. 
I n order to obtain the equation of energy for the turbulent motion, 
vie m u l t i j j l y the three equations of tho system (9) by tho corresponding 
components u.. and addj tho result can be brought in t o the form? 
a. 
+ U + p u w Ü' -
I \ I 
r> \ f pu. u. \ -X 
= - (pu.)-_j£_ I ^ J + u. ^ (pu.u.)+ pvu. Au. 
We take the mean value and obtain: 
- U' T - - _£L_ (jOu.) - _ ^ (1/2 p u, u J + pv u, A u, , 
^ x . r x 1 , X i 
The term u^A u^ can bo transformed i n several ways: the one most commonly 
used i s : 
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Again several groups of terras i n the energy equation have ob-
tained the form of derivatives, meaning that these terras represent 
transfer of energy between adjacent elements' of volume. They can be 
related to exchange of energy with outside sources through the surfaces 
l i m i t i n g tho f i e l d . I n the case of motion through a tube with fixed 
walls and with turbulence independent of x, such an exchange, hov/ever, 
does not take place. I f wo leave aside these terras, those remaining 
depend on the function ^ and represent the loss of energy through 
viscous dissipation i n the turbulent motion, 'He can v/rite the equation 
i n tho form: 
( l l a ) U' = pV I + derivatives. 
I t can then be interpreted as follov/s: on the l o f t hand sido wo have 
the energy derived from the main motion through the intei-mediary of the 
Reynolds' stresses, on the r i g h t hand side we have the dissipation 
through v i s c o s i t y i f i n a l l y there are transfer terms which do not play 
a part i n the process v/hen we consider tho f i e l d as a whole, 
44„ The function i determining the loss of energy through 
viscosity, i s called the dissipation functi_on. I t has great importance 
i n turbulence theory. I t i s possible to s p l i t o f f some f u r t h e r terms 
having the form of derivatives; i n t h i s v/ay v/e can obtain: 
(12a) S = 
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vjhoro the ^ 's represent the components of tho v o r t i c i t y . I n certain 
cases the l a t t e r form may bo the most convenient one; i n other cases 
we keep to eq, (l2) for ^  , 
The fact that the terms deriving from tho turbulent pressure 
occur i n tho form of derivatives i n cq, ( l l ) , proves that they only 
bring about a transfer of energy, but do not load to actual losses, 
Tho samo implies to the group of terms containing the turbulent 
vclocicy components to tho t h i r d power, which were derived from a m u l t i -
p l i c a t i o n of the non-linear terras i n the Nr.vior-Stokos equations with 
tho components of the turbulent velocity. I t follows that v/henever we 
attempt to construct a simplified systom of formulas, v/hich i n t h e i r 
enorgotical relations should bo equivalent t o the complete system, care 
must be takon that expressions substituted f o r turbulent pressures or 
fo r non-linear terms s a t i s f y similar conditions. 
Although the non-linoar terras i n the Navier-Stokes equations do 
not d i r e c t l y represent s loss or gain of onergy, they nevortholoss play 
an important part i n promoting dissipation i n an ind i r e c t way. The 
effect of those tex-ms on the motion i s to stoeoon velocity gradionts i n 
certain parts of the f i e l d , v/hich brings about a local i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n 
of tho dissipation. 
Velocity gradients calculated frora tho moan amplitudo of the 
turbulent motion and the average dim.ensions of tho most conspicuous 
forms of eddy motion, are f a r too small to load to the dissipation of 
onorgy needed to balance the inflovj of energy fx'-om outvi/ard sources. 
The r e a l l y im.portant dissipation takes place i n narrow regions or layers 
i n v;hich high velocity gradients have been produced by some process of 
concentration. I t i s also t h i s process v/hich ultimately detorminos tho 
magnitude of the tui'bulent velocity coraponents, 
4.5, I n order to obtain a picture of the v/ay i n v/hich narrov/ 
regions of dissipation may bo produced, v/e consider a simplified system 
of equations of motion, 17o s t a r t from the oquations for v and w (u,.,, u„) 
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p / ^  + U ™ S + u 2 ü + V JLlL + \7 ^ w 1 = - „.Xi-L^if p V A w 
l a t '0 X ö X " ö y '9 z y "0 z 
I n those equations v/e s h a l l neglect the circumstance that U i s a func-
t i o n of z and tr e a t U as a constant; v/o can then introduce a moving 
coordinate systom and take up the derivatives U(3^;/3x), U (9v//8x) 
i n t o tho time derivative. lYe further nogloct tho terms u (öv/c>x), 
u ( d w / 3 x ) ; V (ö\/dx^), V ( d \ / < > x ^ ) , p a r t l y i n connection with -
the error already introduced by taking U constant, p a r t l y on tho assum-
ption that on the v/hole derivatives v/ith respect to x w i l l be of a 
smaller order of magnitude than derivatives with respect to y or z » 
Since now u no longer occurs i n the equations, wo need not introduce 
the equation of continuity, and Ï/O omit a l l r e s t r i c t i o n s on the value 
of 'dv/ BY +^w/i5z. I n connection with t h i s v/o shall neglect tho 
pressure terms. We are then l o f t \ / i t h : 
/ • • ' ^ i + V 2JL + w = V + 
(13) " ^ 1 d z 2 
So long as no steep gradients of v and w have appeared, v/e moreover 
can nogloct the viscosity and r e t a i n ; 
(13a) 
+ ^ _zw_ + w 3w = 0 
• ^ " t ^^y -;z 
Although the systems (13) and (l3a) represent a very mutilated 
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form of tho Navior-Stokes equations, they can serve to demonstrate the 
tendency f o r steepening of velocity gradients, Tho system (l3a) 
possesses chai^a.cteristies determined by the relationss 
(14) dy/dt = V I dz/dt = V/ 
Along a charectoristic vjo have: 
(15) dv/dt = 0 J dw/dt = 0, 
nhich means that the v e l o c i t y components arc propagated along the 
characteristics v/ithout change. This i s , of course, a consequence of 
tho neglect of pressure effe c t s . I t follovjs that tho characteristics 
must bo straight l i n o s . 
I n principle t h i s r e s u l t makes, i t possible to derive any subse-
quent state of the f i e l d from an i n i t i a l l y given stato. D i f f i c u l t i e s , 
hoi,7evor, ariso i/hcn characteristics meet each other, Y/ithout going i n -
to tho theory v/e can expect that there r / i l l be a marked difference bo-
tv/een regions v/here tho motion i s divergent and regions v;horc i t i s 
convergent. I n regions v/hore there i s convergence, v e l o c i t i e s of d i f -
ferent magnitudes and d i r e c t i o n v / i l l be brought close together, so that 
stoop gradients v / i l l be produced. 
An analysis of t h i s process can be made v/hon v/o assume that the 
i n i t i a l stote of tho f i e l d i s formed by n patchv/ork of domains, i n 
each of which v and v/ aro linear functions of y and z. I t i s then found 
that regions of convergence usually contract i n t o a segment of a straight 
l i n o , v/hich l i n o becomes the scat of a discontinuity of the velocity, i n 
general both f o r tho normal and f o r the tangential component (see J. M, 
Burgers, Proc, Acad, Scioncos, Amsterdam 5^ , p, 122, 1950), 
This result, however, requires correction i n two ways. I n the 
f i r s t p l a c e , koopinr; to eqs, (l3)> as soon as steep gradients appear, 
tho viscosity tenns must be taken into account. They prevent the ap-
pearance of mathematical discontinuities and turn them i n t o t r a n s i t i o n 
layers, with large, but f i n i t e gradients. I f no other effects aro taken 
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into account, i t i s found that tho dissipation i n those t r a n s i t i o n 
layers obtains a f i n i t e value, independent of tho magnitude of tho 
v i s c o s i t y and given by certain expressions of the t h i r d degree i n the 
vel o c i t y differences across tho layer. This i s tho main feature i n 
tho i n f l | | ^ i c e of non-linoar terms on the dissipation of onorgy. 
The other correction i s necessary because wo have neglected the 
equation of continuity. Convergonce of flow i n the y, z - plane t o -
wards a narrow region requires a largo positive value of ^u/ <^x| 
such a value cannot appear Y,ithout affecting the pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
and tho l a t t e r w i l l roact on the breadth of tho region of convergonce, 
Sinco i n regions of divergence steep gradients do not appear, only r e l a -
t i v e l y small negative values of ^\x/ ?)x are required by those regions 
and no marked pressure e f f e c t i s to bo expected i n them, A caso i n v/hich 
the pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n i s taken in t o account w i l l be given i n section 
There i s a further question to be investigated: what happens to a 
layer of convergence a f t e r i t has been forraod? I n general such a layer 
v d l l not remain at a fixed position of the f i e l d ; i t v d l l be displaced 
and usuallj'- i t v d l l obtain a curved form. I t i s possible tho,t d i f f e r -
ent layers meet each other; there i s a p r o b a b i l i t y that thoy w i l l flov; 
together i n such a case. 
Some of these points can bo investigated by making a s t i l l f a r -
ther reaching s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , i n which v;c r e s t r i c t to one coordinate 
and one component of velocity, to which v/c v / i l l come l a t o r on, 
46. Even v/ithout f u r t h e r refinement, the result wo have arrived 
at i s of interest i n connection v/ith experimontal ovidcnco. 
The most important point i s the difference existing between exten-
sion and compression of regions of tho f i e l d . Those tv/o phenomena, 
although oach other's opposite, i n t h e i r i n c i p i e n t stages, present a 
markedly d i f f e r e n t character i n t h e i r f u r t h e r development. The rosults 
of an extension on tho v/hole arc not reversible. 
One consequence i s the tendency of a turbulont f i e l d to divide 
i t s e l f i n t o a number of separate regions separated from each other tay 
t h i n t r a n s i t i o n layers formed through convergence of tho flov/ i n the 
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y, z- plane. This i s of importance i n connection with the observational 
result, that i n turbulence elements of volume with d i f f e r e n t values 
of the v e l o c i t y seem to follovj each othor i n an irregular way, vdth 
very t h i n t r a n s i t i o n layers separating them, as had been mentioned i n 
section 20. 
lïhen wo do not r e s t r i c t to the consideration of the flov; i n a 
y, z - plane, but give attention to tho x- coordinate, the l i n e seg-
ments tovjards which the convergence occurs v ; i l l appear as the section 
of f l a t ribbons extending i n the dire c t i o n of the main flow. We can 
expect that these ribbons v / i l l c u r l about the streamlines of the main 
flov/. Thoy may s t a r t at some place and may coalesce v/ith other ribbons, 
or may, presumably also disappear at some place further downstream. 
Such ribbon-liko features are often observed when foreign matter 
i s brought into tho flow. An intorosting example i s to be seen when 
a strong v/ind blows over a sandy plane or beach. The sand taken up 
by tho wind moves i n t h i n layers or ribbons, constantly s h u f f l i n g to 
and f r o , and folding and curling about tho streamilines. (Compare also: 
R.A, Bagnold^ "Tho Physics of Blov/n Sand and Desert Dunes", London 
19-41} P« 176-179») Similar ribbons can sometimes be seen i n exporiments 
m t h v/ator channels. Flames, the curling v e i l s or ribbons of smoke 
\7hich r i s e from a lighted cigarotte, and v e i l s of vapour r i s i n g from a 
hot l i q u i d belong to the same class of phenomena, since i n a l l of them 
a certain convergence of the flov/ pla.ys a p a r t . 
There exists a problem whether, i n the type of turbulent motion 
v/e are considering, v o r t i c i t y v/ith the axis of rotation more or less 
p a r a l l e l to tho direction of the main flow can bo preponderant over 
v o r t i c i t y vdth axes of r o t a t i o n directed transversely. [^Sincc v/e havo 
assumed that U was a function of z, there v / i l l bo, of course, i n the 
f i e l d a steady v o r t i c i t y depending on dU/dzaJ 
The question of tho preponderance of longitudinal over transverso 
v o r t i c i t y has been raised i n connection v/ith certain theorios of turbu-
lont motion. I t has been pointed out, e.g., by S. Goldstein (soo 
"Modern Developments i n F l u i d Djmamics", Oxford 1938, Vol, I , p, 206-
213), that vortox motion with the axis of r o t a t i o n p a r a l l e l or porpondit<^-
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l a r to the direc t i o n of the main flow i s responsible f o r the d i f f e r -
ence between the so-called "momentum transfer"theory proposed by 
Prandtl to explain the mechanism underlying turbulent f r i c t i o n , and 
" v o r t i c i t y transfer", Y/hich was the mechanism considered by G. I . 
Taylor, Whereas v o r t i c i t y transfer seems to occur i n cases where 
vortex motion with axes perpendicular to the miain flow i s produced 
very intensively, as i s the case i n the flovi along a long c y l i n d r i c a l 
obstacle transverse to the main stream, momentum transfer by " l o n g i -
t u d i n a l " vortices appears to be a feature governing boundary layer 
flOWo 
Vie m&.j add that lo n g i t u d i n a l vortices appear alT/ays along the 
walls cf tubes or canals v/hen an obstacle i s present or v/hen there i s 
a bend i n the tube or canal. I n these cases the flov/ pattern has a 
r e l a t i v e l y stable form and leads to v/hat i s called "secondary flov/"; 
t h i s does not properly constitute turbulence, but the tv/o types of 
flov/ seem to be closely connected. Apparently there i s always a ten-
dency to forra longitudinal vortices i n the neighboi-hood of walls; v/hen 
the wall i s smooth, these vortices do not have a stable p o s i t i o n but 
v / i l l constantly v/aver about, thus constituting part of th© turbulence; 
v/hen there are certain obstacles, or the l i k e , v/hich s t a b i l i z e these 
vortices, they appear as secondary flov/. This point of viev/ may bring 
in t o connection, for instance, the various opinions brought forv/ard i n 
the discussion of Dr, V, Vanoni's paper on "Transportation of Sediment-
by Water" (already q_uoted), Trans, Amor, Soc. C i v i l Engin. I l l , pp. 6?-
133, 1%6. 
47, The Increase of Dissipation Caused by the Concentration of 
V o r t i c i t y , 
I n the simplified example mentioned i n section 45 i t v/as found 
that i n regions where ( dv/ ^ y + <9v// 0z) <,0, there i s a tendency to 
concentrate v o r t i c i t y i n t o narrov/ sheets or ribbons. I n that example 
the e f f e c t i s obtained i n a very marked way, ov/ing to the circumstance 
that the pressure has been neglected. Attempts to take account of the 
pressure effects i n a simple way so far have not been successful, \'(hat 
evidence could be obtained, rather pointed to a much smaller concentration 
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of v o r t i c i t y and to vortex sheets having a thiclmess proportional to 
/ U 0 A greater concentration, however, can be obtained i f we con-
sider concentration towards a l i n e , such as i s found when a vortex 
tube i s extended a x i a l l y . I t was G. I , Taylor ?/ho f i r s t pointed out 
that the longitudinal extension of vortex tubes must be the main factor 
i n turbulent dissipation, and who also observed that extension must 
occur more frequently than shortening, since turbulent motion has a 
d i f f u s i v e character, so that elements of volume v/hich o r i g i n a l l y v/ere 
neighbors v / i l l usually tend to move apart (see: G.I, Taylor, Journ, 
Aeron, Sciences ^ , p. 315, 1937; G.I. Taylor and A.E, Green, Proc» 
Roy. Society London, A, 158, p. 501, 1937; G.l, Taylor, Proc, Roy. -
Societj'- London, A, l64, p. 15, 1938; also S. Goldstein, Three-dimen-
sional Vortex Motion i n a Viscous Fluid, Philos. Mag., (VEl) 30, p. 85, 
194.0^  
I t i s not d i f f i c u l t to calculate v/hat i s the ultimate r e s u l t 
that can be obtained v/hen a r e c t i l i n e a r synmietrical vortex i s extended 
l o n g i t u d i n a l l y at a constant rate (j.M. Burgers, Proc, Acad, Sciences 
Amsterdam ^3, p, 11, 194.0), We consider an a x i a l l y symmetric f i e l d with 
velocity comi»nents u ( p a r a l l e l to the x-axis, which i s the axis of the 
f i e l d ) ; v (tangontipl) and w ( r a d i a l ) . I t i s astjumud thab: 
(16) u 2 A x; w r , 
while V shall be a function of r and t v/hich must bo found. 
I n t h i s case there i s only one conponent of v o r t i c i t y ! 
' X r ,3r 
Vife assume that the pressure i s given by. 
2 2 
- -tr— ( 4x + r ) + p \ dr 
Such a pressure f i e l d cannot extend over large distances; the expression 
should be considered as an approximation over a small region containing 
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a certain length of the x-axis». 
The equations of motion i n c y l i n d r i c a l coordinates have been given, 
e.g., i n So Goldstein^ B.'iodern Developments i n Fluid Dynamics (Oxford, 
1938), v o l , I , p, 103-104.. I t v / i l l be found that the exi^ressions for u, 
v/, p given above s a t i s f y the equation of continuity and the equations 
of motion for the a x i a l and r a d i a l directions. There remains the equa-
t i o n of motion for v, which has the forms 
- Ar ^ - A v = v / - ^ i + - i - — _ I \ 
^ " t ov \-^^2 r -ar 2 J ' 
ÏÏe v d l l look f o r a solution independent of the time, assimung that t h i s 
may represent a state v/hich i s asymptotically approached. Tho resulting 
equation can be v/ritten: 
Ar + V i ^ l ^ l - - i - _ d l r v l ) = 0 , 
dr -^^^2 ^ t 
and has the solution: 
(17) V - — 2 — (1 - e 
2rrn 
v d t h s 
- ArV2v 
(17a) ,,, = e 
C being the integration constant. I t v / i l l be seen that v o r t i c i t y i s 
to bo found only i n a narrov/ c y l i n d r i c a l space surrounding the x-axis; 
tho strength of the vortex ( c i r c u l a t i o n along a curve e n c i r c l i n g i t ) i s 
equal to 0. 
To f i n d the dissipation v/o must calculate the dissipation function 
as given by ( l 2 ) . This requires transformation from tho c y l i n d r i c a l 
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coordinates to rectangular ones, Tho result appears to be of the form: 
^ = 12A + + o + terms containing exponential _^ 
rr r y,.,^ ^ ^  factors and having factors v 
^ or V°. 
T?G must multiply S by pv and integrate over tho domain to which 
we apply our solution. The result contains certain terras depending on 
the magnitude of t h i s volume, v;hich, hovjevor, aro mul t i p l i e d by v j 
and f u r t h e r a term independent of 
2 
(18) o.,. p —p—A^ ^ (length of the vortox). 
Hence the r e s u l t i n g dissipation i s p r a c t i c a l l y independent of the 
v i s c o s i t y . I t depends on the number and the strengths of the vortex 
tubes, and on the absolute value of tho difference of the longitudinal 
v e l o c i t i e s Uj^ , u^ at the ends of the extended part. This i s seen 
i f vje remember that u = 2Ax, so that (l8) can bo w r i t t e n : 
(iSa) dissipation i n , \2 l 
an extended vortex = p iciriuaajy,on)_ I u - u 
tube DTT « 11 i 
4Ö, Note, on the , Problem of "Momentum Transfer" Versus " V o r t i c i t y 
Transfer". 
Yfo return to tho f i r s t of eqs, (8) f o r the main flow. The terra 
i n t h i s equation represents v/hat i s l e f t from the more com-
plete expression for tho Reynolds' stresses v;hich should be w r i t t e n : 
Nox7 t h i s group of torrns can be transformed i n a d i f f e r e n t way, 
introducing tho components of v o r t i c i t y , giving 
( u^+ v^ + p ( v - 7 ^ - w 7 J 
I n the case considered here, where the turbulence i s the samo for a l l 
values of x, the f i r s t term di-ops out, and tho influence of the turbu-
lent motion on the pressure gradient of tho main motion i s given by: 
(19) .... p ( v / ^ - ^ T T ^ , ) 
I n order to obtain an estimate of t h i s quantity, tho concept of 
the "mean froe path" has boon used (see section /0),Vor a more complete 
treatment we refer to S. Goldstein, ïviodorn Pevelopments i n F l u i d Dyna-
mics, (Oxford, I93S), Vol, I , p. 205-214, and l i t e r a t u r e quoted there. 
I t i s assumed that an element of f l u i d , passing a point P (coordinates 
X,y,z) a t the instant t , o r i g i n a l l y has made i t s e l f froe from surroundings 
at the point a,b, c, v/horoj 
a = x - I ^ | b = y - fgJ c = z -
lifhon the velocity Ü of the main motion i s a function of z only, 
t h i s clement, when at a,b, c, had the mean v o r t i c i t y existing there v/ith 
components: 
yjhon tho eloment has arrived at P (x,y, z), i t v d l l have taken i t s 
v o r t i c i t y v/ith i t , but the v o r t i c i t y vector may havo turne^mve been 
extended, dependent on tho motion of the element. The components of 
v o r t i c i t y with v/hich i t arrives at P v / i l l he given by: 
•Tx ^-/y Sb ' ' T y ~ r y -bb ' ^ | ' " ^ y Öb 
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The expression (19) consequently takes the hrm: 
(20),,., p (u' -:^u") (v -ll™- - - I f ) 
Two pa r t i c u l a r cases can nov; be considered separately. F i r s t assume 
that a l l turbulent motions are confined to the x,z-plane and are inde-
pendent of J, as would be the case with purely two dimensional turbu-
Inoce, The only v o r t i c i t y component possible then i s V , 17e have; 
J 
-Qy ' ' t ) y 
from ¥;hich i t follows t h a t ; 
-ab ^' -©b 't)b ^ 
The expression (20) consequently changes i n t o ; 
p U' w + p U" !ƒ; 
The f i r s t term d rops out, since w = 0, I f we vjrite I. f o r there r e -
mains: 
2 
(21) ,,, . +p | w 
dz 
This expression had boen obtained by 0,1. Taylor as a r e s u l t of the 
" v o r t i c i t y transfer theory" (1915), 
Next, suppose that the turbulent motion i s of such a nature that 
' d l ^ t ' x , 2) v/'Ö X and ö w / ' d x can be put equal to zero, Yfe then have: 
Z v/8 y + S w / Ö z = 0 p 
from Tt, i c h i t follow^s t h a t : dtn/^T^'^-i/B'^ = 0 
VJe then have; 3 
f o „ '^L T ^  , e.i3_ ^ _ z ^ 
"öb ^ -Q J ^ " "-O z ' ^ b ~ 3 y 
Expression (iQ) now takes the form; 
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Here 
Further ~J~^ = Pl ~~^^rZ "^'XQ i s neglected. 
I n t h i s \/ay there remains: 
(22) p U" + p - ™ l^w - p ™ - ^ ( P ) 
The t\70 assumptions used, that of turbulence being confined to 
motions i n the x, z-plane, and (o£|tha^ motion confined to the y,z-plane, 
are i n some way connected with d i f f e r e n t assumptions about the effect 
of turbulent pressure f l u c t u a t i o n s . Formula ( ^ ^ i s obtained from the 
theory of momentum transfer, i n which i t i s assumed that an element of 
volume takes i t s u-velocity with i t over a free path, uninfluenced by 
pressure fluctuations. I n the v o r t i c i t y transfer theory t h i s assumption 
i s not introduced, but i t i s supposed that the strength of a vortex 
with the axis p a r a l l e l to the y-axis, i s u.naffected by the transport 
over the froe path. 
-87- Lecture Notes 
Prof. Burgers 
49, Experimental evidence has shown that i n cases where turbu-
lent motion i s superposed on a main motion, as i n the flow through a 
tube, the amplitudes of the turbulence usually are a few percent only 
of the velocity i n the mam motion. This suggests that perhaps certain 
characteristic features of turbulence could be deduced from simplified 
equations of motion i n which terms of the second degree i n u, v, w have 
been omitted. I t might be possible to analyze the coupling between 
tho main motion and the turbulent motion. The coupling between the 
various components of turbulent motion themselves w i l l not bo obtained 
i n t h i s way," hence the picture certainly w i l l not be applicable at the 
far end (tho small wavelength end) of the spectrum. Here the coupling 
between the components of turbulent motion i s far more important than 
coupling vdth tho main motion and i t i s highly pi-obably that at the small 
v/avelength end turbulence assumes a universal pattern, p r a c t i c a l l y indo,-
pondent of tho form of tho main motion. This pattern i s described i n 
the theory of isotropic turbulence to which v/o v d l l come l a t e r . 
For the f i r s t few long wavelength components the coupling with 
tho main motion probably v d l l be more important than the coupling be-
tween those components themselves. However, i t i s certain that the 
aggregate effect of tho small v/avelongth components i s of great impor-
tance. I t i s t h i s circumstance which makes i t d i f f i c u l t to a r r i v e at 
d e f i n i t e results about the long wavelength components from linearized 
oquations. I t has beon proposed i n certain investigations to represent 
the aggregate effect of the small wavelength components as an increased 
viscosity, but the m.agnitudo of the c o e f f i c i e n t to be used i s not knovm, 
Tho linearized oquations for the turbulence are i d e n t i c a l vdth 
the equations used i n investigations on the s t a b i l i t y of laminar flov/. 
They are obtained from oq. (9) of Section 42 and have the form! 
•2>U 
^ t 
1 2^ 
p 'Ox 
+ v Au 
^ t + U -Sx 
1 ^ 
P -©y 
+ v Av 
(23) 
t ) t + U 
3w 1 o p 
p t)z + V Aw 
-^u 
"^x 
+ + 
t)z = 0 
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I t i s assiimed that U i s a given function of z. Solutions of t h i s system 
of equations have beon derived by putting: 
/ , \ i ( ax + By +o*t) 
u = fö^  ( z ) , e ^ ' 
(24) 
V = ( z ) , e 
w ^ / (a) , e 
p/p = P ( z ) . e 
where /, P represent unknown functions of z. When these ex-
pressions are substituted i n t o (23), the functions ;Z^ ,^ ^ '^ ^^  
eliminated5 the remaining equation for / i s : 
(U>|).^;^.. - (aV)i^}-U-'/-Hi^ {;^^^-2(aVV" +(aV)^i^)=0 
(25) 
This i s the standard form f o r the investigation of tho s t a b i l i t y of 
laminar motion. Numerous papers have been devoted to t h i s subject; f o r 
a summary refer to: CC, Lin, On the S t a b i l i t y of Two-Dimensional -
P a r a l l e l Flow, Cjuart, Appl. Lath, 3 (1945-46), pp. 117-142,218-234> 277-
301, Usually p i s taken zero, which does not change the essential 
character of tho equation. 
When viscosity i s small, tho terms multiplied by v can bo neg-
lected i n those parts of the f i e l d where there aro no sharp gradionts -
i n /i. I t i s possible, hov/ever, that the factor U -c<)/a , which m u l t i -
p l i e s the f i r s t term of the equation, vanishes f o r one or more values 
of z. I f « i s real, the r a t i o c-j/a gives the velocity of propagation 
of tho disturbances i n tho dire c t i o n of the x-axis, and a si n g u l a r i t y 
appears v/here t h i s v e l o c i t y i s equal to tho velocity of the main flov/. 
This circumstance has played a big part i n a l l investigations, where 
the c r u c i a l point v/as to obtain solutions vjith r e a l s e p a r a t i n g the 
domain of damped solutions from that of increasing (unstable) solu-
t i o n s . Re-introduction of tho terms with v (at least of the most im-
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portant terra 1 ^^/o. ) prevents the appearance of a logarithraic 
i n f i n i t y i n /, hut a concentrated layer of v o r t i c i t y i s obtained i n 
the neighborhood of the c r i t i c a l valuo(s) of z» 
Sinco the raathematical theory involved i n these r e l a t i o n s i s 
very complicated, i t does not look promising at the prosont moment 
to continue i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n and to investigate the s t i l l more d i f f i -
c u l t question of tho coupling between the various possible components. 
I n the next chapter we s h a l l turn to e si m p l i f i e d mathematical model, 
v/hich v d l l holp us to obtain insight i n t o certain aspects of the coupling 
problem, 
